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Mr. Murray,as a minister, is an emgma’ | had never been known in the city, more

: persons, most of them
He has a philosophical mind, his sermons than one hundred
young men and women, separated themTo
whom all letters on business, remittances of abourtl in eloquent sayings and eloquent:
selves from the congregation and filled the
mobvy, &o., sho
be sent. All" communications
for
tion should be addressed to the, passages, but they never reach the higher
Editor.
grades of religious experience, and, in a altar. The front seats were cleared, to
make room for the inquirers after the altar
rman: $3.00
ear; or if
strictly IN AD- spiritual sense, seem wholly unemotional
Vaan
wf H10 por year; of if pal
strictly
He is g clear and logical was full, and the ‘scene that followed, both
REMITTANCES must be made in Ione}. or. and uninspired.
dors, bok:
b
>
drafts, if
aasiile:
Jen reasoner, but
his fine" moral ‘ethics lose in the body of the church and around the
neitherof these can be procured
@ mo!
altar, was most impressive.
Few such
z
.
Postmasters are obliged to their point on those who are familiar with
spectacles
have
been
witnessed
since
Whiterequested to do so.
ster
the society-defying habits of bis daily life.
ise
x
Agr Pop yp be at our) risk. .
field
preached
to
the
assembled
thousands
and
.
!
risk of those sending them.
’ His love of good cigars, fast horses,
A
:
|
for mousy Bors. bank
other luxuries, which, with a certain ' com- on Boston common.

Rev. Xk. D. STEWART,

checks,

Publisher.

e money orders may

‘be

de-

ducted from the amoant
due, when thus sent. Agents

are parti
as large

y

{

to make their remittances |
andthus save expenses,
©

are forwarded

What

‘mendable honesty, he does

until an éxplicit order. is’

by the Publisher for their discontinuance,
recel
and un
ment of all arrearagesis made as re.
quired 3 TA:
Each subscriber 1s particularly
uestedto note
the date on the
label for the expiration of his sub-

are the human

means

that

full clad in armor,

ready for the fight;as

Athena, of Greek mythylogy, sprang from
the:cleft brain of Zeus. Let the churches
\pray for them, while, for months to come,
they devote themselves to the study of the
language. .
=
The report of the Attica meeting of the
Central Association has heartened us not a

led to

little.

Once more we tenderto the N. Y.

and Penn. brethren our heartiest thanks for

the forward movement
in our \mission
representatives

they

inaugurated

policy. May their three
honor them and glorify

not attempt to
Christ in' Orissa for many years to come.
conceal, impairs the influence of his best this result? Mr, Inskip had, during the Now let some other section of our beloved
previous
week
been
holding
Faith
meetings,
sermons, and ‘makes him less. effective as

a minister than he should be.

Crowds fol-

or

higher

experience

meetings

“in the

Zion

adopt

Bro.

Frost,

and

others

with

him, and send- them early next year to
low his preaching, bat not revivals.
It chureh.. Members of the church, who were
begin work in the Bengali department.
unsatisfied
with
their
spiritual
attainments,
scription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing would seem that a man, whom religious soMy
brother, James J. Dow, a child of Inyear, without further reminder from this ofice.
ciety needs so much. as Boston needs Mr. had been invited to the altar ihe same as
dia, will, soon after, be eager to return to
penitents.
Little
was
said
to
the
unconMurray, ought not to put himself into a
NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
false position for Christian work.
If Mr. verted, but nearly all the members of the his native land, and so will the mission be
1. Any person who takes a newspaper regularly
sustained, and, I doubt not,
can put his cigar in his mouth church had been led to make a new conse- vigorously
from the post-ofice—whether directed to his name or Murray
richly blessed of God in discipling these
another's, or whether he has subscribed or not—is and go to the horse-race,” said a young man cration of themselves to God, and a high
responsible for the payment.
pagan millions.
BI
2. Ifa person orders lus
paper discontinued, he to us recently, **because his tastes and in- degree of religious fervor became manifestmust
pay all arrearages,or the publisher may conI can not tell you how thankful I am at
I ed in the meetings. The meetings grew
tinue to send it until jay nentia made, and collectthe clinations lead him that way, why may
whole amount, whether the paper is taken from the not go to'the theater ?
I should meet a far in intense interest, and abounded with new the prospect of going to the dear Santals.
»Mlice or not.
¢
b
The other day we learned that the Jesuits
3. The courts have decided that refusingto take better class of people at either of the re- experiences of old members of the church.
newspapers and periodicals from the post-office,or
are
expecting. to enter the Santal field in
spectable theaters in this city, than Mr.
The church was now ready to work and
comoving and leaving them uncalled for, is prime
this
district, A priest has been studying
facie evidence of intentional fraud.
Murray will find at the trotting park,— per- to be revived. Sunday was spent in efforts
the language for some time past, and hopes
sons
with
whom
it
would
be
much
more
to awaken the;impenitent, and on Sunday
&&~ When Agents receive premiums, no percentage
What
on moneys sent for the Star isallowed in addition.
créditable to associate. Ilove the drama, evening, the preparation for the work be- soon to begin active operations.
a9 We send no books out t& be sold on commiselse might we expect in a free fight? But
Slo. or otherwise, with the privilege of returning but retrain from theater-going, as a duty I ing complete, a sermon was preached dithem.
owe to Christ, lest it impair my religious rectly to the unconverted, with the remark- I hang my head with shame whenever I
influence and the force of my religious ex- able result to which we have referred. We think how long we have denied these poor
ample. But between the theater and the have never witnessed so strong an illustra- Santals a missionary! Even for these thirtrotting park, I do believe that the moral tion of the truth, that a church that would ty years, since Dr. Noyes and father found
associations of the former are incomparably reclaim the impenitent must itself be re- them in their mative jungles! *The Lord
J.L.P.
superior, as any one will say who under- vived. It must say to the unconverted pity and pardon us !
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 24, 1873.
stands the general character of the people not “go,” or ‘‘come,” but,** follow.”
Chicago Correspondence.
H. HARVEY BUTTERWORTH.
who flock to a horse race.”
:
Ice-Crowned.
Few persons will deny the. correctness of
Bn —
S40
——
€HicAGo, Dec. 16, 1873.
|
—
this logic, and a preacher to whom God ofTHE
REFORMED
EPISCOPAL
CHURCH.
Missionary Correspondence.
The uzked woods at eventide
fers such great opportunities ought not to
The event of chief importance just now
Stood shivering in a freezing rain,
lighten the weight of his moral and religin the religious world is the erganization of
And all night long from side to side
ious influence, by making such comparisons
MIpDNAPORE, INDIA, Oct. 28, 1873.
the ‘‘ Reformed Episcopal church.”
[ts
Held up their burdened arms in vain.
4s these possible. Still, Mr. Muwmray is a
Last June we were delighted to lea
first
Bishop,
Rev.
Chas.
Edward
Cheney,
But with the morning still and fair
Span of great heart and large sympathies. that the" Board had voted to send a re-in- was consecrated in this city, on Sunday, the
saia-They stood transfigured in the suv;
and offers a ready hand in every helpful and forcement to the Foreign Mission field. A 14th inst. Dr. Cheney, on the unanimous
"The weights at night so hard to bear
benevolent work.
week ago last Sabbath evening our hearts recommendation of his church and congreto diamonds everyone.
Had turned
Dr. Pentecost has really startled the Bap- were filled with joy and praise by the ar- gation, telegraphed last week his acceptThe voice of God is fn the trees;
«
tist denomination by bis article on the sub- fival of a letter from our dear brother, E. ance of the position tendered him at the
Oh! burdened soul and gorely tried,
ject of open communion, published in the W. Page, Esq., of New York, announcing meeting in New York, and, at the time
The weights that drag thee to thy knees
Independent of this week. He takes the thé embarkation of the missionary party above mentioned, he was formally conseTo-morrow shall be glorified ;
view of the freedom of the Lord’s Supper on the 10th ult. And gladder still were we crated ‘Missionary Bishop of the NorthShall shine forever in the light
:
that was maintained by John
Bunyan yesterday morning, as the postman handed west,” by Bishop Cummins, assisted by
‘Which hath no need
of moon or sun;
against
great
oppositiofi,
that
the
right to us a letter with the inscription in Dr. Bach- | four or five ministers of the new church.
night
the
through
who
Then trust His grace,
Shall keep
children every one.
| partake of the emblems is wholly a spiritu- eler’s familiar hand, and the post mark * The occasion called together one of the
NE
gai hd
al one, with which outward aets aad ordi- Glasgow. We know that our friends have largest audiences ever assembled in a
nances have nothing to do. Any true child crossed the Atlantic, and reached the “East- Chicago church, the services being unusuBoston Correspondence.
OE
3 i qassure you, every ally impressive. Dr, Cummins delivered
of God has the right to sit down at the ern Hemisphere,
BosTON, Dec. 15, 1873.
Lord's table, whether he has been baptized thought of it
Sour’ souls with devout an able sermon on the occasion, the burden
SOME OF THE CHURCHES.
or not; conversion ‘and not baptism be- thanksgiving th Qos. who heard our cry of of which was to prove from the New TestaWe mentioned in our last letter that the ing the essential prerequisite to the com- distress ‘and¥stirred up the hearts of Chris- ment, and by the practice and teaching of
Tremont Temple Society had been greatly munion. This was the view of the primi- tians at home to send us help. As distress- the early church, that the minister of Christ
prospered under the pastoral charge of Dr. tive Methodist thoelogians, but it involves ed mariners on some hostile coast, linger- is to be in no sense regarded asa ‘‘priest,”
Lorimer, the successor of Dr. Fulton. Dr. a bold position for a Baptist to take. The ing and laboring amid desolation and death, or prelate.
L., during the fall, confidently predicted article will ‘doubtless open a warm contro- their signal of trouble nailed to the mastIt is of the sermon delivered at the eventhat the spirit of God would soon visit this versy, which will not prove harmful to the head, watch with intepsest eagerness the ing service, by Bishop Cummins, however,
church in an especial manner, and his ser- advocates of open communion, whatever approach of a friendly, sail, so are we gaz- that we wish more fully to speak, embodymons, inspired by this confidence, have | may be the result of Mr. (did we write Dr. ing out over the waters to-day. As Elijah ing, as it professedly does, the position asbeen marked by unuffial earnestness, for-| beforePJ Pentecost’s. advanced and some- prayed, then sent his servant to * look to- sumed by the founders of the Reforméd
vor and power, The predicted time of what independent views. Warren Avenue ward the sea,” so has each one of our lit- Episcopal church toward all other Chrisspiritual refreshing seems fo have come. church is mainly composed of people of tle company been praying and’ looking to- tians. The text was John 17:21—22, and
The first Sabbath of the present month wit- large charity and religious experience, who ward the sea for many weary months. And suggests the train of thought. The speaknéssed a very large addition to the church, have confidence ia. the motives of their pas- the seventh time (does not the use of this er claimed’that this prayer of the Saviour,
madé requests for tor, and Mr. Pentecost will be likely to be numeral here, as in certain othes passages that his children might be one, had been,
thirteen inquirers
prayers on the same evening, and a con- sustained by his own church and society, of the Bible, carry with it the idea of per- and was bcing, substantially answered,
siderable number on the Tuesday evening even theugh there may be some quiet differ- fection ?), in the fullness of time, when and that, .as a means of still farther answer(God's wise purposes were accomplished, ing this prayer, the present movement had
following. The meetings in the Temple ences of opinion among them.
there
appeared ‘“a little cloud out of the been inaugurated. He referred to differare crowded, and on Sundays the large
Should the Methodists secure Music Hall,
audience. room is too small to comfortably it will make an important addition to the sea, like a man’s hand,” which~ gathered ences among the apostles themselves, on
accommodate all who wish to attend.
free churchesin the central part of the city. blackness and strength, and poured forth minor points, quoting the disagreement of
This is a free church, extending a warm A circuit of free churches surrounds Beacon ‘a great rain.” So, too, in this stricken Paul and Peter.
:
hospitality to all, and gathering to itself Hill,—beginnjng with Tremont Temple. land we all prayed and prayed agaiv, it "The Bishop stoutly contended that, for

certain charges against him
The channels for labor are more numerous | point of recommending bis
and diversified, the cold not so ‘prolonged last week, when fresh charges
and severe, and the adjacent country full of and the committee had to
this, there is already much and severe suffer:
ing, with more, we fear, to follow.
The fact is, dir charities are not utilized

those Baptists who transiently stop in the The sittings in the Free Baptist church are may have been ‘‘ seventy times seven”, or
city, and the unsettled portion of the de- free.. Bowdoin Square Baptist church has seventy times seven hundred times, until
nomination in Bostonw It 1s sometimes abandoned the old system of pew holding, our fainting hearts were cheered, for thevé
called ** The Strauger's Sabbath Home," and ls at last able to. use those words of was ‘‘a sound of abundance of rain.”
It has a free reading-room or parlor, where emancipation, x alluring to the public ear, There were many times during this season
strangers may quietly and profitably spend “geats free!”
The First Methodist Episco- of painful suspense that we shouted, as Dr.
intermissions

services.

between

the

religious

f

called, Grace church

pal church, or, as it is

set, in gilt letters, the

on Temple St., has

The Methodist denomination are consid- hospitable motto before its door, ‘‘seats
g the plan of establishing a free metro free I” The Bowdoin St. Episcopal church is
ohurch,somewhat after the Tremont free, and the remaining churches in this
po!
Temple model,—a place of ‘general ingath-

part of the city are as free asit is possible
ering for the itinerant and homeless, and a to make them at present, strangers always
popular preaching center, that shall bring being sure of the most courteous attention.
the masses under ‘its influence, With this “Thank God,” said Rev. Mr. Inskip, the
members

worthy object in view, prominent

revivalist; at a recent meeting in Grace
of that church are making an effort to pur- ohiitoh, ~¢*theres is one church in Boston
chase Boston Music Hall. Tremont Tem- that has.got money enough to be indapen-

ple was formerly a theater, and Music Hall
has long been famous as the pivoted point ‘|
of speculative religious philosophy and infi* delity. It will be a somewhat curious
exchange of extremes, ifthe Theodore Parker Society shall abandon this Parthenon of
fine music and classical statuary, to make

room for the fervent, gospel-loving preachers of tho Methodist chureh.’

"A report has long been in circulation that

Park 8t, church would ere longbe removed,
give place to a largé botel, and that the
to
ty would follow the exodus of church-

a southward, and'build a house of worship

=~

on the Back Bay, as’ the new-made lands
are culled. We hope that the report is un-

rae, at least,so far ns relates to the removal ofthe Society from the central part of
the city. Park St. church ‘has an active,
working society,some of its members being

the most efficient workers in the B, Y. M.
C. A, the*North End Mission and other
helpful and charitable organizations. The

Fullonton says in the Star of Sept. 10th,
«Help, men, or we die,” in terrible earnest,
too. Thank God, he was not weary of our
bitter complaint,’ nor angry with us for persistent pleadin}y! We have learned, the
lesson over again that he to whom in very
infancy we were taught to carry our troubles, is a-hearer

and

answerer

of prayer.

Nor do we feel like the negro brother,
who, while begging God for some special
favor, assured shim

dem

dat's foreber

thus:

‘I not

one of

you,

Lord;

boddering

enlisting men and women for district visit-

stand organically

together, was far more

promotive of real Christian unity than for
them to have remained to fight inside, and

thus create a schism in the body.

He be:

lieved this always to be wrong, and contraBy separation,
ry to gospel teaching.
schism was avoided, and they could work
and worship, together, and welcome all
Christians,untrammeled in conscience and in
the methods of labor. They could now

stand side by side with others of Christ's
children as a branch
rogantly claiming to
others aliens. = This
position claimed by
ther definition of his

of his church, not arbe the church and all
was substantially the
thé preacher. In farposition he said :

as this.

If there were no persons of known

ability

whose

the stipulation between

this country and Spain,
The craft had
previously been taken to Bahia Honda,
a

with the lusty vigor of a pioneer Methodist

for this taxing

°

:

'

‘

or

.»

EE

HARD

TIMES AND THE

POOR.

The pressure of the times is probably, 1¢ss

Cuban

port,

Freeman

Boys

were

drank

and

the

salaries

and

and
are

President

finally lead to passing a substitute

for the

bill.

o'clock,

This

happened

about

six

by Mr. Hurlbut
as stated abeve,

was finally adopted on a yea and nay vote.
Mr. Dawes attempted to stem the tide

voting five

and prevent the House from

hundred dollars more than its own committee had reported the puy under the old
too

law to be, but the members

were

and nothing couldbe done

to prevent

near

the proposition that suited the majority best,
Soon after Mr, Dawes

had

it.

spoken, *Gen-

eral Butler got the floor, and delivered what

all agree was the worst speech, though
one of the most effective, he was ever

know make.

It was keen and chtiing,

but also coarse and brutal and utterly

out

There is much dissatisfaction
of place.
among members at the final shaping of the

qualifications for the office of Chief-justice
that it hesitates to counfirin his.
Y,
wo

by

and

queer

The Judge was proceed.

the floor, asked him if he did not: take back-pay
in 1866. Of course this was rather a trouble-some interrogatory. If it was wrongto receive
this increase in 1873, how could it be right to
receive it in 1866? The Judge confessed he took
the increase, back pay and all, in 1866, and has
taken the increase this time since the 4th of
March.
to Mr.

The numerous questions propounded
Lawrence perplexed, overwhelmed and

completely discomfited him. He stood the laughing-stock of the House and galleries, and to cap
the climax of his entire discomfiture, a brother

member held up a public document;—the report

eighty

and cabinet officers to remain unchanged.
From the time the debate began it was
evident that several members
were attempting to add so. many obnoxious
amendments to the bill that it would

and at seven a substitute
of Illinois, in substance

her up

pages, and

is embellished

of the gentleman

with

a fine

himself, and

This upset the poor mau,

completely cowed.

Everybody

pitied him.
The whole situation is amusing.
Here is a
body of some three hundred men called upon to
reduce their own pay. But few of them really
desire to do it. There are some seventy-five or

BILL.

of the

amusing

guilty!

and he retired

On Wednesday the House spent nine
hours discussing the salary bill, and ended
by fixing the pay of Senators and members
at $6000 and actual expenses of travel, the
Vice-President
and speaker to receive
$8000,

BILL.

some

all at public expense.

growing old, aren’t we ?
A COMPROMISE SALARY

gave

demonstration

SALARY

been

steel engraving

ringing speeches, and Ralph Waldo Emerson read
an original poem.
Henry
Wilson was present, but his health would
not permit him to make a.speech.
There
was also a large gathering in Tremont
temple under the auspices of the Young
said
We

Spaniards

THE

have

morally

hundred

Bartol,

Association,

of her.

of a committee of which Judge Lawrence was
chairman. This book contains some five or six

by such
Phillips,

Brown, ,of Philadelphia, Edward Everett
Hale, and Hon.
Thomas
Russell. made

Christian

gunboat

ing to-castigate his brother members in wallchosen phrase, when some inquisitive pergon from

2

various creditable things were
done.
It was a historic day.

our

developments the past week whenever the salary bill bas been up. Some members have taken
very high moral grounds against the increase,
especially against the retroactive feature. Judge
Lawrence signalized his re-appearance in Congress by what was intended to be a very severe
reprimand,administered to those who took backpay under the law of the Forty-second Congress.
According to Mr. Lawrence’s opinion, all who
took this “ away” were open to censure, and

Douglass, Lucy Stone, Mrs. Livermore,
Julia Ward Howe, and others. This was
on Monday.
The grand party was held
in the same place on Tuesday, and was
presided over by Hon. Josiah Quincy,
who made
a stirring address.
Hon.
Robert C.
Winthrop,
Henry Armott

Women’s

The

@

-

Clarke, Garrison,

there

She will be taken to a northern port, and
the particulars of her late history inquired
into. She was found to be in a very dirty

TEA PARTIES.
The hundredth anniversary of the destruction of tea in Boston harbor was
appropriately observed in various New
England towns and cities on Tuesday of
last week.
In Boston there was a grand
memorial party in Faneuil Hall, rather
under the auspices of the Woman Suffrage

James

and

Despatch found and‘ took’ charge

A. HH.

and speeches and ‘poems recited
persons as Higginson, Wendell

in

—

respeet of the inmates by exactinga small
compensation for food and lodging. Several hundred inmates {estify to its usefulness

was

Tuesday,

WASHINGTON, D. C., Dec. 17, 1873.

Home,” managed so as to cultivate the self-

tea

delivered

accordance

with

on

Washington Correspondénce.

:

Association, and at which

was

States

rer

One of the effective and noble of the enter-

Events of the Week.

the Spaniards,

very quietly, and no
either party was made.

widow’s meal-tub. Perhaps Chicago is not
entirely unrivaled, however, in ¢“ charity

>

v

up to the Duited

There

.

4

This steamer, made famous by its late
capture by

uously, but is felt inperceptibly in the poor

already.

Senate

to confirm,

SURRENDER OF THE VIRGINIU

condition.

prises in our midst is the ‘ News

the

But there are

it would be another thing.

and apply
of the pour
ing to learn
the aid where most needed, and where, in
most cases, least asked for. Something to
this end is being done, we are glad to say,
and the present winier may develop the
much needed concrete form of charity largely, instead of so much of the abstract quality
which gets into the newspapers so conspic-

ball” benevolence.

nominations

a'good many such.

his'grat- hear me dis once, and I'll neber ask you + | True Christian unity consists in. the unRather would we adopt the words jon of every believer with Christ, who is matter, and they hope that the Senate will
itude that independency in the matter of again.”
Psalmist:—*¢ I love: the Lord, be-- ‘thus. one with every other believer. Itis rectify some things regarded asa mistake
free churches is becoming the rule, and is of the
gsession of his own divine life, a life by the House,
he hath heard®my voice and my sup-,| the
not exceptional, in the most popular part of cause
he hath inclined his of faith in the Son of God.
+
DEATHOF FREDERICK DENT,
Because
plications.
the city.
upon him
call
I
will
therefore
me,
unto
ear
Visitors #6 the White House will reIf a child of God, I am one with any othWe had intendedto give some account of ag long us I live,”
:
er child of God. “ If I have faith in the Son member the genial old gentleman who
Dr. Cullis's Faith meetings and growing
The re-inforcement 18 surgof a genuine, offGod,I am one with every believer,though frequently stood at the side of his daughcharities and plans of benevolence, in this
welcome to this field. The Bachel- he drops his tears on uorthern snows, or ter, Mrs. Grant, at the Presidential recep
hearty
but another subject presents itself
lette; r
lifts up his prayers underthe southern cross.
be oheered by the glad greetings
will
ers
If begotten agai, I am one with Enoch tions, and who usually: - had a pleasant
just as we were about to touch upon the
Orissa.
and
Bengal
in
friends
old
many
of
as
he walks with God. Before
mercy- word for the guests, Who took his hand.
practit
somewha
a
has
topic, and one that
feel at home, as I didin 65, seat I any one with Jerome in his cell at He died suddenly on. Monday night of last
will
sister
My
Inskip
Mr.
Rev.
time.
this
at:
cal bearing
on getting back to her birthplace, the dear Bethlehem, with Luther at Eisleben, with week, at the age of 88. Fe had been ushas been holding revival meetings at’ the
an
nor can Wickliffe at Oxford.
:
‘Bungalow at Patna;
dally well until a few hours before his
Free Methodist church in Temple Street, to old “Mission
The
cldsing
sentences
of
the discourse dre death, which occurred without a struggle.
loving
the
to
comes
who
lot
gad
a
be
hers
|
Sunday
which,on
,
referred
have
we
which
of fond parents, even though it be | eminently worthy ofa place in every. peri- The remains have been taken to the famevening, produced very surprising results. embrace
And the relatives of Bro. Mar- odical in the land, and, if they may be - fair- ily lot in the St. Louis cenfetery.
The church, on this occasion, wus ‘densely in India.
Cilley may rest assured that ly taken as breathing the spirit everywhere
sister
and
!
THE CHIEF-JUSTICESHIP,
crowded; the sermon was simple bul emo- shall
awaits the two of the to animate the new church, her place in
‘welcome
warm
a
tional and sympathetic,—the most. attractIt seems. that the U.S.
Senate shares
who are coming here for the first the hearts and prayers of all Christ's peoive promisesof the Bible ‘with illustrations party,
ple
will
be'
a
large
one
and
her
influence
with
the
rest
of
the
country
so much of
have
s
Christian
native
dear
Our
ay
from Christian experience. Shouted out
the uncertainty concerning Mr. Williams's
long been praying that the new comers in the world not an insignificant one.

a
’

those holding like views with himself, to
come out from the Episcopal church and

dent.” He might have expressed

to the might have strong health
* attractions of Mr. Murray's sermons are so jitmerant and closing with an appeal
field, and
thit limate, strong faith for. this hard
Christ
seek
to
e
resolv
®
:
a
ve
great that the church is usually crowded oh unconverted, a to
o
)
FT

were on ‘the
“confirmation
were made,
resume their

wolld not hesitate a moment

as they ought to be hy system and intelligent tirection. Our people are generous,
thoughtlessly. so; money can be raised for
a given object, well presented, easier than
almost anywhere else; but, unlike our sisters of the East, we do not organize for
work
close, careful and discriminating
among the destitute as we ought. It is true
that the Relief and Aid Soicety, continued
from the fire, is doing 4 good and increas.
ingly effective work, but it can not do everything. What Chicago needs is a score of
Branch societies, ‘localizing the work and

The Worning Str.

the

investigate

to

appointed

The committee

currents surprise of the large concourse-of people say, Amen,to these very pertinent petiof moral and religious thought, rather than and to tho minjsters themselves, notwith- tions in bebalf of. the new missionaries.
any deep spiritual experience, insight, or standing the latter had been praying that Such are the present pressing needs of thé
more available for temporary re- investigations. It is unfortunate that the
ESTABLISHMENT power.
“this day might Witness results such as mission, that we could wish they came here granaries
lief to such as seek it. Notwithstanding President should make such appointments
ed sympathy with certain popular

FAMILY.

_ FREEWILL BAPTIST PRINTING

strong minds. to master these difficult languages. Let all the praying ones at home

very night,and to make it known by coming
er's success seems to lie in his well express- forward and kneeling at the altar. To the

Sundays, though the secret of this predch-

nomination.

men

who won’t do it, and they say they

won't, Then, there are others who would like
to keep the amount received,
and are in hopes
that something will turn up to defeat tbe bill
and keep the salary where itis; and could they

dodge

{he vole, they would gladly do so.

there are others who make a virtue

Then

of necessity

and will go in for repeal, hoping to make

capital

by their zealous labors in defense of the public
treasury.
And then, there are some men who
opposed this raise in the first instance, have op-

posed it all along

upon

principle,

and

to-day

they stand consistently before the country as the

advocates of reduction.
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES,
The country will not be surprised by the letter
of the Secretary of the Treasury, ansouncing

the unwelcome
off in receipts,

fact, that there is a lurge falling
and that, consequently, our ex-

penditures must

be met by adding fo the

na-

tional debt, or by inereasing taxation.
Though
this fuct is patent to all, and the reason why this
stute .of things exists is so obvious that the most
unreflecting persons cun not fail to see it, still,
Congress appears unable or unwilling to grap-

ple with the question in any effective way, and
will adjourn over for the holidays, content simply with passing a resolution- calling upon the
President. to cause a revision of the estimates to

be made by the several executive departments;
so that Congress may have before it just how
‘Much may be taken from the several estimates,
by the time it re-assembles on Jan, b, 1874.
Would not the people be better pleased if Congress would grapple with the question at once,
and issue more
bonds, increase the debt rather
than wait to see how mueh reduction ean be
made in the estimates? 1'don’t believe, so far

as I can now learn upon inquiry of parties who

know,

that

much can’ properly

be $aved by a

reasonable change in the estimates. We might
suspend work upon the Public Buildings, fortifications, eic.,

perhaps; though this would

be

an expedient of questionable LW
We may
introduce retrenchment
‘and:
reform ‘in some

quarters, and

dismiss some. officials, bat |

and several other economic measures which are
broached will
give but slight relief.
Tn
there are two
ng this
formidable difficulties with
which Congress has
to grapple, and these must not be lost sight of.
First and foremost, there are proposed numerous

crude méasures of relief, and the. advocates of
these se
lans are
pertinucious, each believ-

dy e
ing or
y. These must

thing

very

effective can be done.

thing

1d

be got rid hefore any-

And then there is a

cowardly fear where it ought not to exist, lest
the people will not approve the action of Congress
and they be called to an account,
i

“ THE BANKRUPT LAW,

The, House, on Tuesday, swept

all its ameZaments from the pik 4
nation, * The
vote was decisive,
will now ‘go to the Senate, Dub jet

may be thre

amended and

it is impossibleto

this

tel . |

‘with |

bof tho
lo 44. It
ita fate

I§

passed, and then find its.

be

og

Phe

nd

it Xe
nev-

to the House for a concurrent vote, or the avt
of repeal may
be rejected inthe Senate. Such
is the fate ory
someof th, Mics of a nation.
al
binkrupt law
predict will await

tk
.

rupt

laws

have

1

ous in their operations fl
chun,
thought by many that such statutes
er be enacted, as they operate

great

rogues

-

uf

esca

bits the MOPS ho omeolor roel

.

ao Hany

debtors. This evil arises because our bankrupt
policy is
spasmodic. Tn England they hive had
a bankrup law for centuries, and there it is the. stea
liey, With usit is
al,
and we
resol
it. hastily and its abuses are manifest

ratherthan its legitimate uses.

Much may

be

said both for and against the law, but one ing

i EA 0 Se
s

eady

in its 0

pon a
ns,

principles and methods shoul a
and obviously impartial and just

or and creditor,

“!

a

wh

ba’

;

and

:

CR

|

i

:
.

°°

~

Ee

inches deep, surrounded by nine equal
sides, and the bottom,is composed of thrée

hexagons.

Tomewardy,.
THE

sit in the Wishing Chair, you will get
and if
wish within a twelve-month,
vou'll get married, and if married
have an addition to your family.”

GIANT'S CAUSEWAY.

upon

After meeting, a gentleman

who had a brother laboring as a missionary

invited

me

home,

and I spent a

pleasant evening with his family.
car

the ‘next

to

take

me

to

BY

quartz

ahd

opal

found.

By

horse.

And

anced

over

ishable above the imperishable,

the axle, and the wheels are so

Jarge, that it seems to me easier for a horse
than to draw the same load on any other
carriage I ever saw. I fell in love with
the Irish jaunting car quite as much as with
the beautiful scenery.

From Port Rush to the causeway is seven
miles, though Irish miles are pretty long;
some one has said that St. Patrick measured
them in his coach, and they are long enough
to warrant the supposition.
Tom and I

jogged
over

along

in the

car,

:

road lying

hill and dale, for the mogt part, along

the rocky sea-shore. ‘As we passed the
tle of Dunluce, Tom pointed to a little
on the opposite side of the road, and
me there was where they used to hang
peasantry for the slightest crimes,
theft.

No doubt, in olden

cashill
told
the
even

ral above the eternal.

times these fords

great improvement, Ireland is, unfortunate-

ly, npt entirely free from their despotism.
The roads are hard, rocky and hilly; the
farm houses small and sparse. Dunluce
castle is four miles from Port Rush. The
whose house

and

barn

stand near

by, pays Lord ——, the present owner, £20
per annum for the privilege of showing the
ruins

the

to visitors,

purpose.

realized

and keeps an old man for

I could

from

the

not

show.

learn what he
No

charge

made, but every one is expected
the old man a quarter.

is

to give

Dunlace, in historic and romantic associa-

tions, is unsurpassed by any ruin in Europe.
It stands upon a jutting rock one hundred
feet above the level of the sea, separated
from the bain land by a chasm more than
twenty feet broad, formerly spanned by a
draw-bridge.

In

old

times

it must

have

been impregnable.
It was for a long time
one of the strongholds of the Irish chieftains, who

reigned

said, whep.he

|
T

here

pointed

as kings, as Tom

to * Gallows Hill,”

nearly opposite. In the castle is Still shown

the Banshee’s room. This spirit is said to
assume the form of a woman.
She is usually attired in white, with curling hair floating over her shoulders. Her duty is to
warn the family of approaching misfortune,

‘She is scarcely ever seen, usually giving
the warning by
wail, which may

night in a wild, weird
be heard at a great dis-

tance.

or

all his

mightiest

we Know
BE

works

“ Tbe Banshee mournful wails;
In the midst of the silent, lonely night,
Platutive she sings the song of death.”

This castle was long held by the McQuilJans,and the country about has been fought
over till the streams ran with blood.
¢ Here Erin once in feudal hour

ers whose deeds have disfigured
tifal earth with
these dreary

our beauprisons, I

In the 108 Psalm, the devout

her,

when

doubt that we should not find them chained
more heavily, more pitifully, than - the
bodies in which they dwell.’ Those, like
Paul and Silas, whose souls can arise and
commune with their risen Lord, need never

fear the grating locks of prison gates. John
Bunyan, in the dingy jail at Bedford, comforting himself and aiding the world, in the
intervals obtained from the making of tagged laces, by writing the immortal ¢ Pilgrim's Progress,” was not a sight to make
the angels weep; and Wyeliffe,incareerated
for his efforts to give the Bible to England’s

Praise

With taithful, earnest churches, what refreshings there would be, and how many-

sinners converted. This is very desirable.
It is pre-eminently important. The impenand

unhappy.

Professed Christian, do you not
care for
m? Will you not pray and fla<,
bor for their salvation ?
¥
oy ‘1

| peasants,

was

already

crowned

with

the

Lgiory of the sweet “Well done.”
Let them
who have exalted the declaration that ¢ the
| wicked flourish like a green bay tree,” and
have therefore complained of the injustice
of our God, look at the prosperity of this
man whose mournful avowal is, ‘* No religion,” and say if they envy it.

Who would not infinitely -rather
the manna

sent

from

heaven,

than

some

they

judge fallible do,
nothing. Are thy

They hang back and do
wiser and better than

the early disciples’?

© They knew for some

time that one of their number had a devil.
Yet they kept on as faithful as ever. So the
cause of the Master did not fail.
Jesus wept.over the wicked.
Tsaiah and

Good ministéfss

and Christians now have the weeping spirit when they feel for the unsaved. Those,
who thus weep, are not unhappy. On the
contrary, there is in this the purest, highest joy. Hope smiles through tears. Within there is peace and joy that pass understanding.
May many know this enjoyment.

breast of rebels,

who still their moaning fdr the food and
warmth and plenty of their Father's house,
with the lash’and taunting jeer ?

No religion!

Think of the' great, good

God, with hands outstretched in omnipotent
fatherhood over the whole earth, with that
great, brooding mother love, longing to
gather together all the ends of the earth,
and fold them under its wings, yearning to

Up to the middle of September last,farmers had a splendid season.
The early
crops came in well, and the prospect for
was at that

do for every living soul exceeding abun-

dantly above all that can be asked or
thought,—think of this gracious heart of

goodness and truth hearing” those words,

say,

thousands

Padri Saheb

feeds

us,

‘we

his flock into the

months hence, and they

&c.,

men for money

&c.
to

But
repair

want

ask
the

closed the bargain with him. There isa
“cave, with the entrance from the water by

children, rich and poor,

high and low, who,

throne, ‘‘No religion,”

take in. your arms

that poor, pinched, desolate soul, look upon

it, own its rights, and take it to the Physician, who heals because it is his nature to

heal, to the Saviour,who saves because it is

his natureto save, to the lover who loves

dam,

will whine

a

because he is Tove.

Ifi.you

want what we

are

will
d together so that wator

stween

‘them, and hough of all

3 ieded 45a Bito nie-sided, yet,
1 thrée-si

unto you.” If you want happiness, which
has been asserted to be the supreme aim of

mankind, still I say, “This is the way, walk
ye init,” Christ said, *‘ In the world ye

shall have tribulation, in me ye shall have

to provide

themselves with the bread that perishes? |
Considerable interest is still manifest by
the fngniriesin Babagadia,and
Bra. Silas is
on a visit tonthem this, week, Kor two,
months past-our vhurchin Santipore
has
maintaineda daily prayer: meeting ‘at ©sinnitest.
rise, anda good influence Smi
"Yesterday we had word Irom or reernits,
ing party, which was then in Scotland ! Our

Jellasore, Oct. 27th, 1873.

* Heis not only idle who does nothing,
but he is idle who might be better employed.

salry

He

bad

and several churchfruit of his

and those of hisassociates.

and labored
intervals.

souls.

in the way to im-

The

self-confident,

°

the

to

of the class; ‘or to their -

members

present states of mind.

He has formed his

hearer?

!

tion asked by the scholars, or in the feeling

a

prayer

of” the

hearts
forgets

What glorious change did Christ once undergo?

Matt, 18: 18. What disciples witnessed it, and
why? Who appeared to the Saviour there, and
of what did they converse with Christ?
What princinle concerning little children did
Jesus establish? Matt. 19: 13-22.
Does his
church now indorse it? How did he show the
rich young ruler his fault? What promise to
those that consecrate all tochim? On what ocea-

superintendent,

or in the

morning’s sermon - which has touched
look

all

but his. ' He is the'leachér,
and he
that he must learn. His scholars

upon

hih as a kind of despot, who

will not alter one of the theories which he
has conceived, even for the sake of teaching them that which they are
to
know., They have, therefore, ¢
| ask-

ing any
through

the

questions, and he lectures to them
whole session.

adil

We need the teachable spirit, in order to
receive rightly the answer to our prayers.
We ask for help, but’ too often when it

He

labors

was

pas-

with them several
He

was

pastor

years at

at

Jackson,

|

gation, was urged te observe the day by
remitting ordinary occupations and partic-

ipatingin these exercises.

They

were

all

something

and

your

to the interest of the lesson,

teachers’

meeting will be a suc-

CESS.

well atfepdedl, and so greatly did the in-

——

terest increase thal a Bible-reading service
‘was held for an hour previous to the after
noon praise-meeting. ° At this meeting, the

the annual meeting of the Baptist Union at

subject to be illustrated by Bible truth

Nottingham,

England, Rev. Richard Evans

read a paper
in the course
The true
considers his

on the Sunday schogkgyestion,
of which he said:
= |
Sunday school teacH®r[ never
work as complete, uptil he

was

‘“ The Christian character: What it is;
How must consecrated p&ople live #”
Seventy-five children, who decided the
matter

of

personal

surrender.

to

Jesus,

were conducted toa separate room for interview and prayer.
The service of special
interest was the re-union in the evening—
much prayer and praise, with occasional
pithy and earnest words—nothing dreamy
or prosy found place there. Aiter an hour
spent in the study of the lesson for.the following Sabbath, ‘ The Lord’s Supper,”
Ralph Wells, of New York, was introduced,

who

spoke with great earnestness.and

stirring

eloquence

on

‘‘ Entire

consecra-

tion to the Master, and to their work.”

°

Mr. Wanamaker had givén the key-note
of the day in the morning, ** More power,
and in order to this, more consecration;”
+ More power from thee, O Christ; more
consecration to thee, in the blessed work ef

feeding thy lambs!”

At the close of the evening service,

teacher

was

presented

Cuyler’s

book,

“In

witness

with God.”
inscribed :

with a copy

* Heart-Life;

each

of Dr.

or

Walking

covenant,

made by

On the inside of the cover was
:
of the

Practise Tues Wizmy

tae Foup. © At

has been the means of not only leading the

children to the Saviour, but-also placing
them within the fold. That they
be
fitted to become part and parcel of
's
family, they must bepraectically trained in
the principles which
govern the divine

household.

Physical

force and corporal

punishment must be Whetly Djured; and
the royal law of liberty mu
absolute
sway. The appeal must he made exclusively to

the

reason,

and

the

conscience

and the heart. Cheerful obedience, divine
order, and fresh beauty can never
be the

result of the repressive measures exercised

by any external authority, but must spring
spoataveously from the living principles
which have their root within.
The Sanily of faith should always have a
place in its
m for every believing child.
Children,

with

their

fresh

yo

fe, are

Happy is
the light of our households.
the man who has his quiver fall of them.”
And blessed is the Christian church which
has always around her table
a number of
believing children to engage her affections,
and to exercise her maternal love, The

were limited, but, with an easy address
and a rich Christian experience .blended

the teachers of Bethany, Monday evening,
Nov. 10th, 1873.”
¢ For to me to live is Christ.”
Of the address of Ralph Wells we must Bride, the Lamb's wife, never: appears
brighter, happier or more gueenly than
publish extracts :
:
No Sunday school work measures up to when her believing childfen hold on to her

with a strong comgtitution, with

not contemplate the conversion of the schol-

He

like a

earnest, and determined to secure the wa-,
they now

success.

tor of the Virgil and Dryden church twenty-five years. He reorganized the Dryden
church and labored with them twelve
years, He organized the Fabius church

few

«call temporal blessings, sufficient clothing
and food and earthly comfort, believe whatB11
or
ty,
en
tw
e taser.a shore they T speak [rom experience, and believe What
gh. Pn di
thon
8
n off ‘and washed or car- Matthew says-in the name of God, “Seek ye long waiting already places us muchin the
5 ot You alk aver So ands and first the kingdom of God and his righeous- condition of those whose hope is deferred,
the sides. | They are com~ :ness, and all these things shall be added
al
J. PHILLIPS,
banks you see these,

August session of
1822.
He labored

| East Troy and at other points. He labored
samen extensively in the Y. M., as an evangelist.

are drained to water the parched fields, and
still many fields will not pay for reaping.
When shall we see the Hindoos equally
in,
ters of life, as

faith.

no other

these

that devour, and ¢an only mourn their per- | dog with a sore head, and lie most frightverseness with the sorrowfud ‘‘ ye would fully! Well, these poor, ignorant, Oriya.
not i
rustics are neither the greatest,nor the only
Our God is not indifferent to the ways of ingrates in the world. As I am path-masAs we approached the hotel near the
the wicked. They may repel him, but he ter on seven miles of road between this and
Giant’s “Causeway, the working part of the
Santipore,
hence, am well known,
Tam
community could be seen in the fields, but yearns after them. The Christ who sat at often much interested in the salutationsI
meat with sinners is God in the flesh, and
the sight of a jaunting car, bearing a stranreceive as I go and come. Sueh as the
ger, brought out the drones.
Leaving that there is one sinner in the. world with- following, *‘ Rain?” ‘Is there to be no
out
him,
isnot
because
Christ
réfuses
to
sup
their houses they all assembled at the hotel
more rain?” “You can’t tell when it will
and gave me a warm ‘welcome, each urg- with im, but because he refuses Christ. rain ? If you cant’t,who can?” ‘“ Our crops
|
He
isnot
the
sole
property
of
the
church
ing upen-me his little box of specimens of
are all gone !vAll burned up! We are done
rocks, “Buy mine!”
¢¢ All these for a ‘member ; he is the world’s: Saviour. Not for! Can't you give us afew mouths work
the
righteous
only,
but
the
weary
and
the
* shillingI” « ““ I will sell mine for a sixto keep us alive? You did once before,
pence I" '* Now you have bought his! 1 sin-sick and the, straying and whosoever’ when you made the ‘road. The gods give
will
may
have
his
friendship.
“showed ‘you mine first. You might buy
rain? Never! What can they do for ng?”
<0 brothers and sisters, men, women and
this box of me!” «I will sell you mine
The tanks, pools and ditches, yes, puddles

if the heavens were to-day wrapped together as a scroll, and the great béoks ‘opened,
would have to respond at the. great white

of that

come small; but while he struggled with
poverty and endured Iterdships he was
faithful to his calling and his labors were

tion dam at Santipore this one year! The
showers of wind (verbal) blessings which
I now receive come thick, and fast, ‘The
Saviour,”

was

with untiring zeal for the salvation of
sinners, and the upbuilding of Zion. The
feebleness of the churches in those early
days and their sentiments in regard to the
support of the ministry rendered his in-

of

Here twanged the horn or echoing shell
That roused the clans from brake and dell.”

for a sixpence, and show you all round,”

a church

He was ordained at the
the Owego Q. M.,in

rupees are saved by means of our irriga-

“No religion ;” and think of the agony of
the tender Shepherd who would gather
fold, safe from the beasts

that

Made foeman yield to Erin's. power,

said enterprising
one
little fellow,—and we

den to unite with

our efforts to provide artificial irrigation.
Their fields never looked more promising,
to

Lord

1

Our people at Santipore, and many
of crowned with abundant
their neighbors, I am thankful to say, have ‘many souls for his hire,
their crops secured, by God’s blessing on es were organized as the

safe

the

twenty-five miles from his home in Dry-

While the want of late rains cuts off the

is

from the wrong

forty

His
acquaintance
with the Freewill
Baptists seemed providential.
He went

winter crops,the prospect now is that it will
reduce the main crop by nearly one-half
the usual average.

if

win

view of his own which he declares must be
the right one. His self-esteem takes fire
at ‘the smallest, most indirect criticism.
And when he is with his class,he accepts
no hint as to the adaptation of the lesson

at this office, and

‘QUESTIONS.

of his youthful

brethren.”

But the sudden
cessation of the rains from that early date

and

pesided

and

‘What is the parable of the sower designed to
as- to the best method of presentateach? Matt, 13: 18—23. How many
kinds of theory.
hearers does it
specify? How does the right
differ tion,-abd he sees no providence in any ques-

with him, and. he * being in the way, the
Lord led him to the heuse of his Master's

flesh to eat and such leanuess of soul? Our has ‘greatly changed the aspect of affairs.
hearts were instinctively moved to sympa- The almost entire failure of ‘‘ the latter
thy for the union soldiers who languished’ rain,” cuts short the crops and must bring
starved and naked in rebel - dungeons, and scarcity and suffering to thousands and
what shall they feel for the poor, meager
tens of thousands of the poor in the land.
children
of immortality who languish
starved and naked in tae

he

tered trying difficulties, but

the later, principal rice harvest

He

in Octo-

still resided till 1818,

where

Papers furnished

with which we trust our schools generally
will supply themselves. ]

transpired

he 100k up his residence in Dryden,
Co.,

impart knowledge

associates about him, he became a careless,
comes we do not use it. We still clingto
ness when the wisdom of
sinful youth. For several years he was in- sion did Jesus have a public ovation?
Matt. 21: our own fi
blindsus to
What was its character? How did the God is at our elbow. Nothing
different to the claims of heaven upon Hon ; 8—10.
children participate in it? What, defense of them our. blessings 86 much as
. We fail
but when about nineteen years of age the did he make?
to recogmize in the seeming’ accidents of
Inconnection with what feast w as the Lord’s every moment our Father's provision for
Spirit of the Lord found him in that wilSupper
instituted? Matt, 26: 26—30, Whats its
Alar all that a Sunderness country, and he sought and found design? Whom does he tell to observe it? In thie uments an
ay school teacher
can do in
preparation
Qbuerving
it what are the appropriate themes ol
thre Saviour, to the great joy of his heart.
thought
¥ for his class, he must to the nl
His conviction of sin was deep and punBefore Christ’s arrest how was he engaged? of entering it, and while there, be on the
gent, and his change from nature to grace Matt, 26: 36—46. What was the cause of his sor- alert for the answer to his prayers. We
rows? What spirit of resignation did he show?
clear and positive. He could tell the day What were his disciples doing while he was can not expect miracles that will startle us
into attention; but if we—are sitting at _
of the month andithe time of day that the praying?
After thie arrest to whom was Jesus taken first? Christ's feet in humble
expectancy, we
precious Saviour spake his sius forgiven. Matt,
26: 59—68.
To whom next?
Which high ought to expect
gracious
words
and loving
His change was of so much‘assurance to priest did Jesus'answer? What were the charges looks and sweet instruction to aid us in our
on
which
the
council’
condemned
him?
In
his
himself on the 19th of August, 1806, about trial,what unjust proceedings were allowed?
Christlike work.—S. §. Times.
————
9 o'clock in the évening, that he never for
To whom from Cmaphas was Jesus sent, and
Matt. 27: 11—26. On what charges? How
a moment doubted its reality. He ever re- why?
TEACHER'S
MEETING.
We would go far
did Pilate treat Jesus?
What was hid testimony ?
ferred to it with the utmost degree of as- What was his great sin in the end?
to see a first-class Teachers’ Meeting. The
What unnatural events occurred while Christ
surance.
To him this wasa living reality
was on the cross?! What ery did Christ utter, S. 8. Times tells why there are not more
to the day of his death.
We doubt not that and why? His last’ words? For whom did he first-class meetings:
die?
it will appear more clear and real to him
Teachers’ Meetifgs are excellent help in
How long did Jesus remain in the tomb? Matt,
iv the land *‘ where saints immortal reign.” 28: 1—8. Who came to it on the morning of the Sunday-school work. They are essential
resurrection?
What disciples entered his sepul- to the best work.
And yet many of
them
His conversion was amonz the Methocher?
Who first saw him alive?
What truths are failures, because
they are abused
by
dists ; and their views of free grace and free does his resurrection affirm?
[l
those attending them. The minister or the
will were entirely consistent with his own.
superivtendent generally conducts them.
They were an active, zealous people. There
The persons. attending go there to be inThe Service at Bethany.
terested and instructed. It is here that the
he found a congenial home, and held a
church relation with them sixteen years. | Not that of the far‘East, butof the City mistake is made. A teachers’ meeting is
not a lecture room, or a church, where the
=
He felt impressions of daty to preach the |-of Brotherly Love.
That must have been a very precious and lecturer or the preacher does everything.
gospel soon after his conversion, but he very eventiul day, op which the laborers in It is a place where all should work.
Each
delayed obedience to the call nearly eight
the Bethany Sunday school of Philadelplria teacher should come with the lesson well
years, when he made his feelings known, met in a solemn service of fasting and studied, and ready to coutribute his quota
prayer, to re-dedicate themselves to the to the general fund; and not merely to listand entered upon his useful public Jile.
Master's work in this delightful department en listlessly to some one giving his views
His license to exhort *¢ so long as his life
Let every one take a part
of church labor. In the morning, from half- of the lesson.
and docfrine are consistent with the gospel past seven until half-past eight, a meeting in the exercises; then dryness and dullness
of Ghrist,” is. dated June 1, 1814. Less for confession of sin and turning unto the will soon disappear. Ministers, sometimes,
From twelve unintentionally, of course, help to make;
hi
yo years after, he was licensed to Lord was led by the pastor.
to
one
o'clock,
a
meeting
for
special
conse- the teacher’s meeting a failure by going to
preach. For eight years he labored sucpreaching on the lesson, without the anicration was led by the superintendent, Mr.
cedsfully as a Methodist minjster; but his ~John Wanamaker. Anhour in the after- mation of the pulpit (and if their particarejection of their views of infant baptism
noon, from half-past four, was spent in Jar pulpit is not very animated, so much
proved a barrier to his ordination among prayer and praise. In the evening, from the worse) instead of talking about the lesson in a clear and sprightly way. It is not
them, and the result was thal he united eight to nine, a congregational prayermeeting was led by the pastor, Rev, J. R. the place for pedagoguery or spread-eaglewith the Freewill Baptists. In entering Miller.
3
¥
i ism, or’ lazy listening; but for the mutual
upon the work of the ministry and changSing
Appropriate. progia¥atory
services had help and benefit of the teachers.
ing his denomipational relation he encoun- been held on the Sabbath, and the congre- cheerfully, pray fervently, and contribute

The Season.

live on | time very encouraging.
have

he

pressions; and like many

him ; be is good and worthy of praise.

Jeremiah and Paul did.

here

der the labors of a Baptist minister in Vermont; but he was so much opposed to the
Calvinisto of the age that in rejecting it he
neglected to cherish his early religions im-

ing and impressive. Man praising God,
and feeling that more is due him,calls upon
a higher order of beings to do it more effectually.
Ne doubt the angels do praise

because

, Lesson

On what occasion did Jesus walk on the water?
years. In the spring of if ve removed Matt. 14: 22-83. What attempt did Peter make
and why. did he fail?
i
his family to Vestal,
ome Co., the
wi
How does faith in Jesus help us in the trials of
life?
Does
g
o
d
or
evil
result
from
our
unbelief
?
of his residence at the time of his
pla
How did
Peter receive Christ's
diction of
dea
J| the cross? Matt, 16: 21—28, “What had Christ
He speaks of bis~ first religious impres- sald to elate him? How does he rebuke Peter
for opposing the cross? What general rule for
sions, when about twelve years of age, tnall disciples did Jesus give?

author calls

unsecured, are uneasy, restless

1806, where

Tompkins

upon the angels * that exeel in strength,”
to prise God. This is strikingly interest-

him, Join them, all living voices.

He was

was married to Miss Alvana’ Fox

outdone.”

and is saved, there

take part in meetings,

He was

the eventful scenes of his youthful lite,

hod

thought!
How desirable that multitudes
come to Christ. They would be glad and
the heavens be full of rejoicing and singing.
;

the tempo-

residence

Y., April 29,

in the 86 year of his age,

iels resided till 1813, and

rejoiceth with singing.” Zeph. 8:17. What a

God said, ‘‘Let there

N.

town of Fabius, was where the young Dan-

is‘‘joy in heaven.” Luke 15th ch. “And God

itent,

Co.,

to Onondaga Co., N.Y., into an almost unbroken wilderness. The Keeny settlement,

When God created, he’ called it *¢ very
good.” ‘The morning stars sing together and allthe sons of Goll shouted for joy.”

breaking

Broome

not
press

or rather self-sufficient | spirit works a hidden but sure destruction, like the worm in
[As the exercise in the Sunday schools for the heart of a fair-skinned fruit.
Brother A. js well informed, and prenext Sabbath is one of review, we give
this week,in place of the usual Questions | P ares his lessons well; so far as personal
vestigat
of authorities is concerned.
and Notes, a series of brief selections that He is ion
fluent of speech too, and‘sometimes
the friends of the Sunday school will find resents an illustration which has come to
it worth their while to read and think over.
im on the spur of the moment with telling
The Notes, without the Questions, will be ‘effect, But let brother B. or sister C. make
resumed in our next issue ; those who wish a suggestion at the teachers’ meeting, and
instantly he is ready
to differ. He hasa
the Questions will find them in the monthly

the children of

the youngest of ten children. His father
removed to, Shaftsbury, Vt., when Amos
was hut two years ol, where they resided
ten years, after which time they removed

.

‘* God in the person of his'Son
Has

Vestal,

1878,

When a revival takes place, not’ unfrebe light, and there was light,” and here is
Jight; why, then, wast thou in darkness? quently there are two classes in the church,
One class will talk and
The gloom and degradation of: the felon’s who do work.
cell on Blackwell's Island are not to be com- pray, but it is mostly about themselves,
their darkness and lack of joy in the Lord.
| pared with the gloom and degradation to
| which that soul is doomed which is denied Sometimes they go so far as to tell of the
Wliss of heaven and how happy it will be
|| its birthright. Why should we wait till we
The other class desire most intenseare dying, before, like Goethe, we call for there.
light, and the windows to be opened to let ly the conversion of sinners. They come
it in? Why not bask in the free sunshine directly to the point and lovingly invite
all our lives, drinking in health and happi- them to the Saviour. It is not difficult to
ness at every pore, and living in the glori- see which of: these classes is most use”
|| ous freedom of the sons of God ? =
; fal.
Sometimes there are those'who will not
Could we see the souls of the law-break-

ruled with a rod of iron, and though there is

farmer,

So far as

of his gperations,

‘Ps. 12:1.

fail from ‘among

8. 8. Department,

A

born in Hartford, Conn., in 1787.

The work of creation needed butsix days;

exalted the house above its inmate, the per-

yet the load is so well bal- |

in

FULLONTON.

work of our salvation.

faithful

Rev. Amos Daniels died at his

of redemption four thousand years’ preparation, and three years of labor,suffering and
the death of the Son of God. This shows
how vast, how immensely. great was the

would go.. So the next morning Tom made
his appearance, and having learned, .the
night before, of my friends, what I ought
“ No Religion.”
to pay, we soon concluded the bargain, and
started immediately after breakfast.
BY ADDIE L. WYMAN.
- The Irish jaunting car is peculiar to Ire- |
What words are adequate to express the
land. It isa two-wheeled vehicle with the
depth
of wretchedness implied jn those two
springs fastened to the top of the axle in
words,
which appear in neat
of
a line with the shafts. The shafts rest upon the springs and tae cart upon the shafts. Tweed’s examination on taking up his disThere are two seats lengthwiseof the car, mal abode on Blackwell's Island ?
Poor little infant soul,. as small as
one over each wheel, Between the wheels
is a box, high enough to furnish a support the temple of thy dwelling place is
for the back of the passenger, and forming large ! no food! no fire ! no clothing! truly,
a capacious receptacle for the baggage. "thou art most pitiable. And thou, poor
The passengers sit back to back, facing the dust of earth, into whose nostrils God
sides of the road, their feet resting upon a breathed the breath of life, how hast thou
foot-board. Two'may sit on each side and
one in front, making five in all, for one

JOSEPH

When a sinner submits

are

men,

—

knees, and three drinks of clear,

up the trap rock we gathered many beautiful specimens of opal and other precious
stones.

Tom

The

32

Notes with Suggestions.

He took me to a locality where porphyry,

causeway

yes,

sqid

She

morning.

the

your
single
you'll
Down

Return. | turned her to stone.”

ing, T asked my landlady if I could geta |
jaunting

the

Rev. Amos
Daniels.
’

Mount Vernon, N. H.

cool water, and straight to a seat in the
Wishing Chair. If any one inquires as to
the result, I have only to say I advise all
the, unmarried to try it.
x
The Wishing Chair is formed by. a colnmn
being broken a little lower than its neighbors, which are left at a suitable hight, to
form a resting-place for the arms and back.
Pointing to a stone resembling a human
|
figure, the boy said, ** That is the Giant's
|
Wife, he was ashamed of her J for marrying
‘
| three times while he was still alive, so he

pastor being absent, I was invited to lead
the meeting.

** If you take three drinks from

peace,” and how terribly - do they cheat
themselves who have the world’s tribulation
without the Saviour’s peace.

| the well,” said my little guide, ‘‘and go and

This great natural curiosity is about fifty
miles north of Belfast. The carriage toad
round by the coast is yery interesting, but
time is saved by taking the cars to Port
Rush. I arrived before night and found a
great number of hotels, as it is a favorite
resort for summer Visitors. Having secured lodgings and taken tea, I went to the
Thursday evening prayer meeting, and, the

in India

24, 1873.
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A

witnessed

many revivals

during his

ministry.

His early opportunities for an

his work and for precious souls,

education

a love

for

‘he was

of sflecess that does skirts, or as she clasps them within her
arms. Fhe King never udmires her beaut
be ‘the
great point to more than when he finds her thus oceupied.

the high-water, mark

ar.

This

should

As Baptists, we uphold every New Teswhich all else should tend. That was a
doctrine and ordinance with the
happily. perplexed teacher that once came tament
‘We ‘are eonvinced
to
Edward Eggleston, then of Chieago, strictest conservatism.
mental energies’ most remarkably.
He ‘saying: ‘“ All my scholars have now been of their perfect adaptation: to the requirepreached frequently ‘daring
the past brought to Jesus; what shall I do next P” ments of every age to the very end of time.
winter, and hé had’ entefed into ar. engage- The great object had been attained, to lead The Sunday school system, however, is at
ment with ‘the "West Windsor church to them on inthe development of character, best only a human institution, and we are
preach ‘with them for the year to come, and establishing in the truth was then easy at liberty to adapt its methods to the vary‘aspects of the times.. The Sunday.
and blessed,
This teacher could not be at ing
but his labors were' hastily cut short, and ease unless somebody was being brought school teachet's true. success, however,! 2
he was taken quickly from his earthly to to Jesus. Ob, for such an enthusiasin’ in mainly depends on a holy life; the
rid
G od’s truth for himself,
his héftvénly home: May thany ‘an Elisha soul-savingto seize every ‘teacher. in our of thinking out.
a thorough consecration to his work.
us
ily ge
riséto take his ‘mantle’ and ‘ae faithfully Sabbuth-school work !
. Dr. Cuyler says: ‘“ A vital need of the the Sunday school will become a greater |
perform the work assigned them.
hour is’ more Bible—more knowledge of power for good in the future even than it
He preached at’ the Chapel near hig the Book of books, and more study of the has been in the past.
i
a8]
residence only the Sabbdth preceding what Word of ‘words. If a sed daptain is worthproved to be ‘his clast sickness, ‘from less who is-ignorant of his charts, a ChrisEph. 2: 19,
He was deeply impressed tian ities pped who is ignorant of God's | REPEAT THE TRUTH, NOT YOURSELF.
Word®" It is the soul’s corn. The more Scholurs too eften haye occasion (a comthat it was his last sermon. His last ‘days thoroughly
it is ground, and baked, and
were those of great sufferings, but he én- eaten, and digested, the more you’ will plain of ‘the same old story,”—a ‘want
of freshness and variety in the discourseof
dured them witly Christian: patience. + His
w thereby, lt is the sword of the Spirit. the teacher. We well remember the dishe more it is scoured, the brighter it shin~ ‘gust with gvhich« bright little fellow with
illness was brief. His endiwas peace, and

eminently useful as a minister of ‘Christ.
In ‘old age he retained his . physical and

now bis rest
iis iti; heaven.«'He

has done

| with earth, with him its toils and

trials are

over.
[dug ot £
May. bis kindred and frltnds imitate bis
many, virtues and, like him, feel assared
that “‘to die is. gain.”
Funeral sermon

eth ; the more it is wielded,
the safer you are a superior verbal memory,used to repeat the
against the adversary. God's Book fs every stock phrases hint fa ‘repetitions of
man’s'beok.” This furmshes a powerful ar- Deacon Plod. | Sometimeshe would mimic
gument with which to urge all members of that good man’s, eccentricities, as: roguish
our church and congregations to attend the boys are apt to do; but in this,
he would
Sabbath school and “search the Scriptures,”

— Methodist.

by Rev. Mr. Van Cleft, from 2 Cou, 5: 1,
In bebalf of the Owego Q. M,:

. WILLING T0 BE TAUGHT. - The best qualification a teacher can have is a teachable
disposition. Kuoiyledge is thé tool he works
with; docility is the ready tact with which
he .grasp+ and uses it, “Unless a teacher
unbelief, is
possessed of ‘this habitual lookmgto
decision. (Christ for guidance and strength, he will

8. R. Evans,
J. W, Hus.
When men are resolved upon
they can yield themselves to any

have, done little harm, had

too much

ground for redl’

there not

been

tisfaction.

For the
Deacon’ did not study;
or if he
“:Jooked over” the lesson before eoniing‘to
bis elass,it was with the/idea of makipg a
« few general remarks,” which; whatever
the subject, bore a striking resemblance to

each other. He

inevitably fell into the

same grain, repeatéd himself, tired out his
hearers, and awakened prejudice against

the truth itself,

Let others take heed.
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arrangements.
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Jainsisking,

of truth.

the same service.
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Often do I hear men say,

.| at once.

ike
Ta
5h
Palions,
the Bible for your text-book, and the Spir- |
ike
not
say, * 1 ?should
PIONSbe amanChristian"
it of God. for your teacher, and begin at | mye413
Did you ever
boy to
once to study the ways-of truth and life.
}
resolution en- | hear a godly matron say, sl. should deepYou cannot by to see my daughter become a folregt
ly
]
ter i tantly
ecstacy of experience, | hoor of Christ"? No; but what they have
y into any
3
the darkness
of doubt turning into an exuberance of faith, Accounts of such experiences abound in religidus ‘biographies ;
they are remarked “on in prayer-meetings.
But they are exceptional, and for that very
resson they are narrated. Saul of Tarsus
was converted by a marvelous experience ;
but not so Matthew, John, James, Peter.
A flower isa flower, whether it opens on
the instant, like the evening primrose,
or so gradually that you can not sec the
opening;iike the lily and the rose. Christian life, the life of Christ in the soul, is

as genuine and real iu the heart that kyows

not its birthday, as in that which marks
the hour as the brightest in all its calenEvatt
You can not in the midnight of your
soul beckon the sun to rise on you and
he obey you. You can not in mid-winter
summon spring out of the South. You

| on and the fount of bitterness yield sweet | ;
in ssnounsing, - Something different from
| waters: and he whose willing hand is ever the
things heretofore offered seems to be
ready to aid us, will reward our endeavors,
i
j
;
| ‘31d every good deed will be as bread cast
called for, and in our premiums we have
»
lord
days,

ssed for themselves, they have longed
to have for their children. I remember
well hearing my grandfather's earnest prayer for all his household. It always lay
near his heart, that his children might fear
the Lord. My father, how often have I
heard him pray for his children; and I can
truly say the prayer that is nearest my heart
is for my sons, that they way serve the

Lord. ‘There is nothing I desire so much beneath

the skies.

Now,if Christ's yoke were

hard, we could not wish to bring our children under it. © We have natural affections
and
that

and common sense, as well as you;
have tried Christ so long oursclves,

it is our desire for our posterity. I have
tried him now these twenty years. Had I
found hima hard Master, 1 would not be-

after many
to return
waters,
upon
if not the
to ug,
vo those
we love.
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will

truth
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Chromos

warrant.

beyond

what

not

do

We

‘what di

a

The season of fairs and festivals is rapidly
approaching. We praise the ladies for
their self-denying and laborious efforts to

are
nor

made

hands. Without their assistance many feeBle chiurehes would die, and many good
objects would languish. The main idea .of
the church festival or fair is above: criticism. It is this, that those who have no
money give their labor tothe Lord. But
there are many things connected with
these fairs which can not be praised. Grab-

simply say that every one of these pictures

‘bags,

raffles,

chances,

are

the

worst

of

before

or

ever

can,

be again.

We

stores, several

fruit in the by and by.
the coming of
Nor can you in an instant lay off old

He crossed their threshold as a guest; he
visitor.
went into their houses as a friendly
He sat down with them on an ola] foot~

instantly or ‘by degrees, by

dissevered from the Vine, you can ask the
graft on again, looking for
Gardener to

habits and old characteristics, and put on
new ones. © Character is not like a garment

which one can cast off as he will, It is like
the bark of a tree; the growths of last
ear become the garments of this. A
Dinckseith can slip to the surf, and in
wash

five minutes its waves will

of the

smoky

the day's work.

and

grimy

A man

him clear:

accretions

of

can not step into

Christ's kindness to the

ing.

He made himselfat home with them.

He suffered them to make entertainments
for him. He drew up with them to the
household board. He ate with them, and
drank with them, and talked with them
in

cheerful,

social

converse,

talned no distance, kept no
ed his heart,

opened

bis

He

main-

reserve; open-

lips, warmed and

brightened them in the light of bis benig-

nant sgoile, and made the hour and place
full of the joy of his comforting presence.
Ob, what good this did them ! This was
that cost something and that
friendship
Christ on the instant when the Master
g ; it was genuine. It gave
somethin
meant
said, ** Follow me.” But three years after
and it won them to himself.
he denied his Lord with oaths. He would himself to them aloof and sent some messtood
had
he
If
Caiaphas
of
palace
the
in
“not have sworn
to thém across the chasm between,
if he had not been a profane man on the
dealt in rebukes, or ‘even in inbad
ithe
seaof Galilee. It takes time to conquer
feom a distance, he would have
vitations
evil habits and form good ones.
nothing. He must prove what was
The prodigal did not .geta new tobe ained
shy of thém
the fatted calf fa his heart; andif he were
‘and shoes, and ring, and
loye for
talked
have:
might
he
rsonally,
footsore
and
imstantly. He had a long
It was
converts,
no
made
and
hfetime
a
way
ey first. . All along the weary
their
under
going
love,
his
out
acting
the
he may have had many sorrowful doubts
them by the hand, brushing
of his father’s goodness, or even.of his roof, taking freely against theirs, reclinfather's life. But- there was an instant his garments
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suounld be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on
business, remittances of money, &ec., should be ad
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to the Publisher. .
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Special Word.

|

Our offer of. Premiums to subscribers will |
be found on thé! third

page

of this

paper.

|

Those offers interdst old and new

snbscrib-

ers alike, they refer

beautiful |

to

a

list

of

{

things which have been selected with care |
and yield very high satisfaction to those |
who receive them. Will not our readers | |

call the attentiomof their friends to both the |
paper and the Premiums, and each sertd us at |
least the name of one new subscriber before |

%

the year

expires ? They

will thus

serve

, several good euds at the same time, and by
"a small outlay of effort.

Our old subscribers will observe that the
time during which the special’ Premiums
are offered to them, expires Jan. 1.
e
xpect
a large number of remitta
CN
fore

that

date;

but

the Chromosto their

intend

to hasten

destination,

so

and

over

are

the

forgotten.

history

of

So

his

that,

gospel,

studying the forces-lie has set and still
keeps in motion, and looking calmly into
the future whose veilghe has lifted for us, They who knew him best almost forgot
we may join with our grateful Christmas his wondrous eminence #s ‘a naturalist
greetings the glad confidence that he will in the glad sociability which they shared
reign till he has put all enemies under his ‘with him as a friend. Not more forcibly
feet, and that of the increase of his governdid he set forth the harmony between
ment and kingdom there shall be
mo
science and religion in his opinions, than
end. In such a faith as that we send a he illustrated the fellowship of the enthuCliristmas. greeting to all our readers. May
silastic student and the rounded gentlethe day come to each of them with both man in his lite.
hands full of blessings, minister largely to
But we need not stop to speak of him
the inward life, and make them know more
further. . The~ tributes are muitiplying
and more of the spiritual work of Hijm ‘every day ; they will come pouring in from
through whom we may find completeness of all lands and all ‘classes; "and evep the
best of them will honor those who offer
character and fullness of joy.
them quite as‘ much as they will exalt .the
memory of the fullen mau.
Praise wil
Louis a
———

It was a very

sad

not be slinted, nor come grudgingly,

:

meéssage

which,

went

over the wires a few days since, we Yin
ing the death of Louis Agassiz. “He was
confessedly the leading naturalist of this |
generation, and this position was accorded |
to him by the general and even the enthusiastic

consent

of his

co-laborers in every

land. His native Switzerland mourns him
sadly ; his adopted country, America, -fol-

off

J¥ws him to his grave with a sense of be-

that.

reavement that is very deep; while in every
land where large learning and eminent

those -ordering them shall suffer neither
manliness are honored, the news of his
disappointment nor delay. Those ordering
.| sudden departure falls like a heayy blow, on
the whole number offered, may well bg glad the most sensitive points in the public soul.

over their argains.
We

simply

say

We have no space for a biography,
again,

shall send the mounted
distant subscribers,

that,

Floral

while

we

Chromo

to

by express, at their ex-

His eyeo twinkled. with good nature, "His such pexsons. It is soto that they Wi
voice broke cut like rippling music from a where safety lies, and the way thither, ‘and
cremona, His face suggested a banquet- hasten to enter it when fatal consequences
ing-house.
He beamed upon a casual | seem inevitable,
Besides,
would
the
acquaintance like the harvest moon when Father reject the plea of those who might
it comes up in the eastern sky. He went | 5 eome fo him in such extremity? Ask the
into formal social circles’ like a breath of [th ief on the cross, andéthe hostggwho have
summer into a flower garden ‘in spying «4 entered the - pearly gates vith their first

‘or

a

record of his work as a student of nature,
or an analysis of his character as a man.
He was certainly one of the most remark{ able

men

of the age.

He

was

at once a

| and only prayer

| Our fatal

still

warm on'

their

with

life

by

if we

volve mortification, penance, humility and

4.

——REv.

BR

NEWMAN

HALL'S

WORK.

The

| had hatl more of it, but by what we were
| sincerely purposing to do with it When it
| closed.
)

interest awakened by this English preacher,
daring his two visits among: us, is some-

Still there is a species ofy¥moral . coward-

not a man of great learning, of unusual
mental caliber, of imposing presence, of

| ice, anda
ness,

certain

phase ‘of menn sinful

underly ing the

most of

these

cases,

| of which opr Congressman’s is a fair ype,
which merits only the squarest condemna| tion. Its presence has probably brought
| a Christian profession into greater distrust,

| and the church into more disrepute,

rela.

| tively

other

speaking,

than

almost

any

human failure, Generally, men most apnor | prove of consistent, straightforward con-

be likely to go beyond the real deserts of | duct. - Even if they are knaves themselves,
the subject.
It seems a great loss, but | they will be found to have but little pathe fruits of his life are such as will Jong tience with knavery in others,—mainly,
perhaps, because they know from expeenrich every land.
As is well known, Agassiz has steadily rience how mean it is, They most admire
refused to give in his adhesion to the unswerving fidelity, the same spirit in

theories of such men

ii

Current Topics,

lips.

moment can not be rewarded

what we would have done

liberty and equals, will do more than their Romish. Frollrea, it is not Age. ;
merely: added, years to lift us to a high place that we already find strong talk of a pilin the world. If such a purpose was
sug . gfimage on the pait of the members of the
gested by last Tuesday’s reflections, and, ‘Anglican charch to the sacred places in and
best of all, if it continues to be nurtured, about Jerusalem. As the idea of making
such pilgrimages origingted in the earlier
they will have serv ed a noble office.
ages of Christianity, and’ ‘was meant to in-

as Darwin, touching | health that was shdwn

in sickness, and

a

the development of life and the descent | regard for truth and honesty that does not
of man. He had consented to write a | vary with temporal conditions.
The church has a right to be indignant
series of papers dealing with that matter,
Jin a popularly scientific way, for the next |at the imposition thus thrust upon it. Is
‘volume of the Atlantic Monthly.
The it any part of the Christian spirit to bear
who
would make
first,—and, as we suppose, the last also,— meekly with those
of these papers has already appeaved. It church relations help them to compass
is every way admirable in itsel, and fall | base plans, lest
a proper show of indignaof promise—such as must remain unful- | tion be considered opposed to that charity
which suffereth.long and is kind ? In any
filled now—fomr those that were to follow.
makes pretensions to
Iv is witha deep but a sort of mournful [ community
that
transactions,
there
is
interest that we copy the closing para- | large business
graph, and with it end this notice of the | probably not a church but has more or
He says:
less members who are there simply and
| great savant.

thing tioticeable and suggestive.

He

| self-renunciation, we wonder if these new
zealots expect to. go on foot, depend on

is

special originality or freshness of thought,

ural orator like Gough,no keen epigramnmstist ‘like Phillips, no brilliant rhetorician
like Storrs, no painter and. dramatist like

Béecher,

no

massive-minded

thinker

like

Wayland or Olin, no intense and vehement player with verbal sky-rockets like
And yet crowds follow him
Talmage.
and hang silent and tearful on his lips
whenever he speaks. He fills Tremont
Temple in Boston at the busiest hour of the
He holds large and attentive
week-day.
lyceum audiences with a colloquial talk of
ninety winutes on Prayer. He quietly
tells us that he proposes to build a memorial tower in connection with his new church

in London, and pocket-books are emptied
into his hands’

Men

who have sat unmov-

ed for years before faithful pulpits melt unMere formal church-memder his words.
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travel

by

rail and steamer, with first class

in

the

accommodations on express trains, take
the finest state rooms in the best boats, aud®
lodge

choicest

apartments

of the

great hotels. It wouldn't require n great =
amount of religion to induce many wen
to undertake pilgrimages of this latter Sort,
especially if the bills can be provided for.
We will undertake to find a dozen recruits,
ready to go at two weeks’ notice, to Jeru- .

or of magnetic and kindling speech. His
sermons, though always methodical and instructive, could be easily and justly criticised if tried by any proper homiletical * standard. He is simple, colloquial, uniwpassioned and free from artifice; He usually
salem, or even to Japan, and ‘who will
deals with the central and familiar truths of
be willing to go in Episcopalian company
the gospel, saying few new thingsand emtoo, for the sake of the sight-seeing.
ploying homely illustrations. + He is no nat--

pense, when requested, yet oar Sgaesen | |
genial
gentleman,
a thorough scientist, a
bers, whose life seems almost* a soulless
is, that, for economy's sake, they order
The mot advanced Darwinians seem re- | solely as an aid in the practice of greater | routine, go away from his sermon praying
| broad-minded patriot, a practical philan- |
in the plain form, and let it be mounted ol thropist, and a devout Christian. He came luctant to'acknowledge the intervention of rascality.—That is an owlish sentence,
| for forgiveness aiid a gracious quickening.
an’ intellectual power
in the diversity
But we can hardly erase it, much { It is worth the while t6 ask; What is the
from a family profoundly religious, and which obrains in nature, under the plea
the framer.
?
|
| through all his i investigations and discover- | that
such an admission’ implies distinct as we would like to. The proper remedy { secret of his power? The study of that
|
ies
in
the
realm
of
nature,
he
kept
his
vit
tal
|
creative
acts for every species. Whdt of would be to enforce. the meanness of such | question might profit us all,—those of us
Christmas.
|
A
| faith in a personal God and his deep rever- it, if it were true ? Have those- who object conduct, illustrate
* | who stand in pulpits and those who sit in
to repeated acts of creation ¢ver considered
C histmas i is at the doors again.
posite,
and
thus,
{ pews.
Very possibly the answer may be
Itis al- | erence for the redeeming Christ, No man
that no progress can be made in knowl» | found in the deep conviction of the truth
ways welcome, especially to the children | delighted more than he to trace out the edge without repeated acts of thinking? hypocrites into. manlier ways.
who associate it with gifts and festivals, {laws that
awe illustrated in: the organic
And what are thoughts but specific acts of it is'a great thing, in health and prosperity. | | and authority and saving might of the
and to the devout Christians who are glad | | structures and life of the material world,
the mind ? Why should it then be unscientific to shape a Christian life so that it will run | word be preaches,—a faith born: of a deep
to use its influences to stimulate their faith | and yet he never failed to go -beyond them to infer that the facts of nature are the re- gracefully and composedly into illness and
and vital experience.
Ile speaks as one
sult of a similar process, since there is no
clude that it would be who
knows,
who
feels, and
lives
in
and love toward Him whose adventit com- | | fu his thought till he found the Creator and evidence of any other cause? The world
memorates and whose redeeming work it Ruler of all. He discussed the great quesa sweeler and more consistent thing to do, the power of the gospel he proclaims.
His
has arisen in some way or other.
How it
recalls. “In spite of the ‘‘hard times,” it will tions of the day with the materialists trom originated is the great question: and Dar- instead of roundly condemning our Con- soul goes out in his utterance.
He puts
and the church-members who | bis Christianized self into his message dewin’s theory, like all other attempts to
come the present year to hear glad greet- their own standpoint as scientific observers
ings and the utterance of unselfish wishes. and students, but his heart and his convie- explain the origin of life, isthus far mere- are such for gain, and the great class | livered to others, and it goes straight and
There may be more or less who will be tions were always joined in the protest ly conjectural. 1 believe he has not even whom sickness:drives like cowards to the sure to the heart of his hearer. Would not
made the best conjecture possible in ‘the
compelled to forego the usual stocking- against any theory that left no room for present state of ‘our knowledge.
in most of us add largely
The throne, to examine closely, and see if; in gach a vital faith
EU
filling and arrangement of thé Christmas the ministry of the Lord of all.—We men- more I look at the great complex of the our daily life, we do nothing that would
0 our power as laborers in every ‘part of
tree; sope who, will be forcibly reminded
animal world, .the more sure do I feel that wholly or approximately place us in the | | the great fied w ic h the Master sets us to
tion this fact here because of the deep and
of the sacred joys that warked the festi- pleasant meaning which it carries with it, we have not yet reached its hidden mean- same category. Who will join us?
{cultivate
val in bygone years but which are now and not because we wish to excite special ing, and the more do I regret that the
—
young and ardent spirits of our day give
far beyond recall; and many who
will distrust of those men who stand committed themselves to speculation rather than to
Tea and Patrioti=m.
| — WHAT NEXT?
The questions involved
get but a limited satisfaction out of the day to another and a different view. Not that close and accurate investigation.
I hope
| in the Plymouth Church trials seem as far
because of a lightened purse or a heavy Christianity is dependent on the good word in future articles to show, first, that, howPeople who were alive last Tuesday s
from solution as ever.
At one time it is
heart. And yet it is likely to be a ‘“‘merry which an eminent scientist may speak in its ever broken the geological record may be,
Christmas” over a wider circle than ever behalf; but it is something to be grateful there is a complete sequence in many parts what they will never see again in their alleged that a certain. member has been
of it, froin which the character of the suc- lives,—the hundreth anniversary
guilty of serious offenses “against charity
before, and to be greatly signalized by the over when such a man as Agassiz finds cession may
be ascertained;
secondly,
demonstration.
and morality, and the public verdict
is
nurture and exercise of the kindly spirit | each new discovery in the world of physics that, since the most exquisitely delicate great Revolutionary
which is at once the charm of social and brightening his inward eye to behold the structures, as well as embryonic phases of For a hundred times the hundredth time pro- framing for his condemnation ; then we are
told that the charges fall flat or are withdomestic life, a fruit of that gospel which | glory of Him who is the infinite, all-per- growth of the most perishable nature, have bably the story was repeated on that day,
been preserved from very early deposits, from Maine to Florida, till the historical af- drawn, and there is surprise over at least
has been sounding on through eighteen cen- vading and personal Spirit.
we have no right to infer the disappearance fair became almost a present fact, and peo- the semblance of peace. Then somebody
turies, and which
was
never betore so
But we do not stop to speak of him in of types because their absence disproves
leavening the spirit of mankind as it is to-day. detail. His power to acquire and retain’ some favorite theory; and, lastly, that ple almost imagined themselves looking on : else is accused, and public rumor fills the
Attaching no superstitious sanctity to the knowledge seemed almost without limit. there is no evidenceof a direct descent of that party disguised as Mohawk Indians, air with specific statements and assures us
festival, admitting that it is very doubtful A glance from his eye penetrated deeper later from earlier species in the geological filing away from ‘the Old South Meeting of a speedy and thorough trial. Then there
succession of animals.
:
House” in Boston, in that evening of Dec. appears a manifesto that changes the
whether the birth of Christ actually occurred than some other men’s patient inspection
16, 1773, passing silently to Griffin's wharf, whole aspect of the case, and makes us
. on or even neat the twenty-fifth of Decemthat covered years. His mind almost leapP.S.
Since writing the article above,
on board the three British ships that lay doubt whether any offense has been comber, deploring the irreligious, frivolous and ed from the fact to the law. The most pawe learn with great satisfaction, through a moored there, and quickly pouring
miited,or whether the bonds of brotheri
often immoral methods in which multitudes tient and. painstaking and docile of stastatement from the Publishers of the At- the harbor the contents of 342 tea-chests, on hood have been at all etrained.—For some
signalize the day, confessing to the lack of dents, averse to all theorizing on the basis
lantic, that Prof. Agassiz bad so far col- which England had dared to demand a tax time past we have been assured that Mr.
real neart in much of the greeting, the gift- of partial facts and insufficient data, yet he
lected and arranged the material for this from the ' American colonists.
Bowen was formally indicted, and that Plymaking and even the religious service, we was often among the first to discern the
series of artieles, that they are expected to gence of considerable buncombe was par- mouth church was to carry. the work of disyet rejoice that a day is thus held in some method underlying the phenomena, and the
appear nearly in the shape in which the donable, considering the occasion that was
cipline through to a definite and significant
- sense sacred to the memory of the greatest -cases were few in which he had occasion
lamented author would himself have sent commemorated. But did any of the rehearsresult. And now comes out Mr. Bowen's
‘event in human history.
to reverse or revise his early suggestion. them to the press. His tleath will procure
érs of the story state that Secretary Rich- pretest against the proposed action of the
Think of it. No other festival is SOW ide- Nothing seemed: to escape his notice. It
him a wider hearing, and induce a more
ly, enthusiastically, or gratefully kept as appeared as though Nature delighted to careful and candid study of his views on ardson had just recommended a good round church in his case, which certainly looks as
though this church lacked judgment and
tax on the very article which their ancesthis that exalts the birth of Jesus Christ as whisper her deepest secrets into his ear.
this significant topic.
tors, defying Britain, had poured into the skill in managing trials. He says he has
the Saviour of the world.
And every year And he classified bis facts as fast as he gathreceived no official notice of or seen the
harbor for the sanie reason?
witnesses its extension. It is observed in al- ered them. All his materials seemed to
pending
charges; that the person making
most every country. The Sandwich islands take systematic form as soon as he had laid
The great center of the centennial observ k
Conditions and Conduct.
them never spoke to him on the .subject;
‘weleome it. On the coast of Africa it is his hands on them.
of
course,
Boston.
a
|
that the pastor tells him privately there is no
hailed by multitudes whose dark faces light
He was a genuine democrat. He liked
ITuman nature, has been constantly where most patriotic sentiments have their testimony found to support the allegations;
up with a new glory. In China and Japan, the freshness and freedom of America.
origin,
and
it
was
quite
fitting
that
such
as
He showing itself in the discussion of the
that he has been six months silent in the asin Persia and [ndia,in Greenland and Austra- saw great possibilities in the new world; salary question.
Perhaps its prevailing were suggested by this occasion should find surance that nothing can be found against
lia, its coming is a blessed reminder of the and so, turning away from the compliments fault is that implied in the confession of a expr ession there. Besides, what an occascoming aud the work of Him who is at once and pride and promises of the old world, frank Congressman who said that, last ion for patriotic ard grateful reflection was him j that bé has never thought of making a
the Desire of the nations and the Hope where learned societies waited to do him summer, when he was very sick; he or- there offered in the very existence of affairs confession or ‘apology as if hy had done
wrongg&e., &e.
Itisa singular affair,—
of
the
anxious
soul. “Christ
was special honor, and kings were ready to dered a paper drawn up, which he eagerly at the close of this first hundred years.
born in Bethlehem to be the Saviour of throw on his path the luster of their erowns signed, returning all his back pay to the few colonists, weak and feeble, in a country so much smoke and no evidence of fire. If
Mr. Bowen is without fault in this matter,
the world!” is the undertone of those giad and thrones, he came to this country that U.S. Treasury.
‘‘But,” he added, “I no which had then developed but few resources,
greetings which break out all- the way had almost none of these distinctions to sooner recovered my health than I burned stood boldly by a principle, although that then he has been most slanderously accused
across continents and seas, as the light" of offer, and gave himself to the work of the paper, and I now mean to keep the act involved them in war with the most | by his enemies and most ntjusly suspected
this Christmas morning kindles on its. way
powerful nation of the old world; and, al- by the public.
helping in the higher culture of the Amer- ‘money as long as the Jaw will let me.”
around the globe.
ican people. He asked no honors; he alThe moral operation by which the two though the hopes of this new world were
ways scorned the idea of devoting his ener- acts were performed, hardly needs expla- at stake, they looked as calmly forward to
The dwellers on the rocks and in the vales
PAPER CHANGES,
Several of our
Shout to each other in a voice of song;
gies to mondy-getting ; le even became nation. There is a great class of persons, the results of their act as though they had religiog§i-xchanges come to us with feat-:
The distant mountains catch the flving joy,
jealous of any ‘method of procedure that who, so long as they feel reasonably sure simply fufused-a cup-full of the herb for ures so new and striking that gve could
Till, nation after nation taught the strain,
Earth rolls the rapturous hosanna round.
tended to fill his own pockets. His answer of ‘continuing this present life, give but their evening meal. . The scene on which not fail to take note of them if we would.
, What a proof is this of the reality and to the Lyceum Committee that offered him little thought tothe next. The conscience, they looked last Tuesday, this great country The Christian Intelligencer, always dignifipowek of our Christian faith! The Christ an enormous sum for a series df lectures entertained with such deferential attention with its resources, is before the eye of the ed, able and. excellent, stoutly defending
It wjll be better to reflect on the the old faith and honestly jealous of all radis no mythy no pretender, no mere human which they were {o manage so as to make while the body is sick, is apt to be treated
prophet, no misleading teacher, no untrust- them yield the largest pecuniary income, very shabbily when it is well,—just as one iin condition than to read any attempted icalism, comes out in sixteen pages, and
worthy helper, whose claims to the world’s was thoroughly characteristic and sponta- when half intoxicated might insult a person
seems to grow vivacious and youthful in
This is one of the first occasions which spivit as well as fresh in form. . And the Me:
reverence and trust and gratitude are thus neous. ‘‘ Gentlemen,” he said, *‘I thank whom he would most respectfully listen to
has even suggested the thought that we are, thodist, a thoroughly live, indepenglamt and
recogaized and asserted after nearly two you for your wel-meant and generous offer ; when sober.
thousand years of serntiny,eriticism, debate but T ¢an not afford to spend my time in
Probably most of us needn't go outside as a nation, growing old. But what are a high-toned weekly, embodying mi cli of the:
and experience. Lifted up from the _earth, making money.” And yet, if there had of our daily experience to find just such hundred years compared with the centuries best brain and heart of the denomination it
he is drawing all men unto him, We often come, the next day, a statement that half a cases as this. How many of them we can which rest upon the shoulders of other unofficially represents, follows the example
Nevertheless, we must make
~ and fittingly deplore the. blindness which hundred plain, practical farmers, anxious recall, wherein the parties were most oband greatly improves its general appeursees no beauty in his character, the way- for fresh knowledge: and better methods of servant of all moral precepts, sweet-tem- the most of what honor we have in this di- ance by the change. The Religious Tetescope
wardness that refuses his easy yoke, the tilling their acres ang destroying mischiev- pered, generous in their judgments, gentle rection, and certainly a hundred years are donb a new dress and shows symptoms of ‘a
coldness that feels no heart-glow over his ous insects, wanted to hear hig sab and in speech and act, kind even to their, wives no small item in a nation’s history. Besides, higher intellectual life, 'without losing ‘any
love and suffering for men, the audacity talk with him on this topie, he weuld “glad- and children, penitent, prayerful and chur- we may safely place the resulis of our cen. of its ‘religious fervor, Zion's Advocate,
that challenges his statements, the self-re- ly have gone twenty, miles at his own ‘itable, living exemplars of the golden rule, fury of national life in comparison with too, passes into other hands, and shows the
liance that prefers to lean on human reason- charges to stimulate And brelp them, ;
and if they had wronged any man, anxious thrice that time in the history of any other fine result which follows an infusion of
ing rather than rest on his gracious promArd that statement implies’ pertiaps one to restore him fourfold. But that was country. Deeds, not years, make a nation's, | fresh young blood into its veins, All such
One of our well-«endowed colleges evidences of enterprise are very welcome,
ise, the strange perversion thit keeps the of the pleasantest things that marked the whil¥ they were dangerously sick, or while
ear open to hear science mutter out of the man. He was ‘modesty and simplicity in- some affliction had laid its hand upon them, makes a fairer page of history for us than and we congratulate the managers and
eavern and sputter out of the crucible, and carndte. He had nothing of the unsocial ab- or some fatal calamity seemed about to half the moss-grown abbeys and castles of readersof these improved papers upon the
shutsit when the. clear tone of faith is ring- stractipn of the scholar’ or the exclusive- overtake them, The next week, when the old world make for it. Following in success they have reached and the promise
ing from a Christian believer's.
Jips which ness of the dignitary. No man was more they were well, they ignored alike both the paths of national and private virtue, with which they go forward into the future.
the Messiah bas anointed and inspired. genial, more approachable, more thorough- | prayers and promises, called themselves lifting the oppressed, providing for ‘the
, the Great Teacher never be- ly friendly. He was no thin, cadaverous fools for theiy cowardice, were distrusted moral and literary instruction of the massIMITATION PILGRIMAGES.
‘so many reverent disciples sitting book-worm. He overflowed with animal abroad and feared at home, and if they es, encouraging a devotion to the arts and
‘We have
ecently been treated, to accounts of the
© at his feet, nor so many trie servants in- spiiits and real enthusiasm. His round had wronged any man,—and they knew sciences, making a generous use of personi ining his Spirit in the spheres of daily person suggested good cheer. His almost they had,—told him to help himself if he al fortunes, and a just use of all the privi- Catholic pilgrimages to certain voted shrines
leges at one’s command, and, above a
in Europe.
Jonsidering how carefully and
More and mong he stands the central jolly laugh “was contagious. His smile could.
We are not going wholly fo conden abiding by the great ‘principle of Im
n° aol the High Church Bpinopalians ape
: ed in a Widening Christendom, His was like a sunburst on a June morning.
INF

alms, sleep where hospitality is offered by
the way, &o.; or whether they intend to

The
i. .
——SPECIAL RELIGIOUS SERVICES
present is the season during which extra

meetings are held with manyof our churches. Wisely conducted and heartily sustained,

of the churches and the conversion of those
They may hope for large and
without.
precious results if prayer is united and
self-deny-

earnest, and labor is sincere and

ing and practical, and those who have hinhelpers.
dered in various ways chatonge

And

when

the better state of things

is

reached, it is important that there he a
steady and faitltful effort to maintain it, by
a consistent and healthy zeal that lives
through the fiercest heats and severest
want

we

What

of summer.

{droughts

is

strong and active life steadily maintained,
not prolonged lethargy followed by brief
and violent spasms,
te
——SPAIN AND PEACE. Our debate with
Spain is over. The dignified and manly
prompiness with which the Castelar government at Madrid

acted in the matter of

the Virginius, ordering her delivery to the
U. 8. authorities in a tone that the hotheaded Cubans hastened to heed in spite of
all their previous bluster, demands a prompt

recognition on the part of our
ernment and people, gives large
a real republic may'be found
Spain, exalts the great orator in

own govhope that
possible in
public es-

teem, more than justifies the firm moderation of the President in managing the case,

and shows afresh how insane
i
and pitiable
was the passionate cry for war which came
up from many of .our newspapers, and was
swelled so eagerly by New York orators on
the rostrum and in the pulpit. It is grateful that the threat of strife came to nothing, and that a new testimony
has been
borne to the practicability of settling national difficulties by a resortto manly diplomacy rather than to brutal war. Let us honor Castelar;, Jet.us hope good things
of Spain; let ui'éxalf justice; let us seek

to put

war undér ban; let us work for the

pacification of tlie" nitions.

——SIMPLIQITY

AT

FUNERALS,

It was in

perfect harmony with the spirit of the great
naturalist, Agassiz,that there was no grand

pageant at his funeral, but only a brief,
simple, quiet service conducted by Dr.

Peabody.

It were well if een

Messrs.

Shoddy and Petroleum could find the beautiful “example contagious and catch it,
——GEN. HOWARD AND THE BUREAU. We
are not able to tell whether we are now
witnessing the eighth orthe sixteenth effort to connect the name of Gen. Howard,
in some responsible and dishonest: way,
with irregularities, defaleations and gotual
stealings in connection with the affairs of

the Freedmen’s Bureau. It does really appear now, as has heretofore seemed very
likely, that & good deal of money is missing
whichis not properly accounted for. Deeply as that fact is to be deplored, yet, taking
human nature as we find it, and remembering what an immense number of subordinate officers and employes were in: service
all over the country, that is not a thing to

be greatly wondered at.

But we

are nou

in the least disposed to suspect Gen. IH oward of dishonesty, incapacity or heedlessness
in the management of the Bureau's affairs.
The whole matter is to be investigated, and
the General only regrets that he can not be
tried by court martial, so that prompiness
and, thoroughness could be counted on.
Just now his old enemies are freshly flinging epithets at him, virtually assuming his
complicity and guilt, and evidently seeking
to procure his condemnation by publid
sentiment in . advance. We are coufident
that Gen, H's integrity has been complete
through all his official service; that mot a
penny of the public funds: ever stuck to
his fingers or

went

into

any subordinate’s

pocket through his connivance. We declare
our full faith in bim now that he walks un-

der a cloud, and

believe no stain is to be

found on his honor and no ill-gotten gain in
his hands.
He isa man
ed until proved guilty.

to be fully trust-

——THE SALARY Bir AND ButLeR.
One
is.ready for any development in connection
with the public life of Gep. Butler.
His

belligerent nature’ forbids his living
peace ; his demagogism

is

a chronie

in
dis-

ease; to play the bully is his pet pastime ;
to carry audacity to the point

where

itis

almost magnetic and sublime in spite of its
coarse wickedness seems to be with him at
once a masterful tendency and a ‘leading
ambition.

He displayed himself afresh last

week, in the Houre at Washington, while
the salary bill was under discussion. He
showed that his previous statement, declar-

ing moll

favor “of repealing

the act

passed ten
months since, was insinoere, and
isto be understood in a Pickwickian sefise.

He bodsted over his ‘own honesty and virtue, sneered at the clergy, cursed the press,

of
-l

in profit.

generally fruitful

are

they

We trust bothe pastors and laity will join
in the labors which look to the quickening

4
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Christmas
and Newyear’s Gifts.

tried to. be

sarcastic toward the people of Massachu-|

gifts,

culing the public demand for a refunding | bution of such

the extensive v, prep- |
an indignant | thoughts, 3 as I witness
ure which seeks to settle with
F3
t
\
;
.
for Christmas

ih- arations now being whde
se- festivals and family trees.

a compromise

and wronged publicby

stead of ] a practical repentance. By a
maneuvers, thé House was led

.

to

ries of

;

represented

:

Id church.

}

pr achilx
highly favored with the presence and
which C.ndB. psHart reof Rev. H, 8. Limbocker, Brother

“

and humilisted the p pub. | and other useful vocations in life. of Representatives
.
For the needy.
Lyd
Hal

lig last Wednesday.
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since

years

seven

nearly

It is aii

public

miles, in less than seven hours, changing through Dr. Cheney. Since that time, a
number of pledges and notes,
the gaugéNS of the entire roud from 6 feet | COsiderable
as wellas
express

switest

the

P

How

7 hours.

miles in

this 840
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to

train
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published in the Star.

F

over

it

was

rom

t

|7,1874.-

.

wl

done? It was i divided into 340; sections of | ments have covered, some may have gain- .

; 680 miles of rails
thé work was completed
ai
2
i been moved,
had been
as both rails
had
1f 2,380

men

than Ye $10,000.
nation,
ae With |
drafta littleupon. theless beper
this
the benevolence of our peois draft upon
ple, we bave maintained a school. for six

A

moved in 7 1-2 inches.

accomplished

such

results

years, have fitted filly young men and
women for teaching, have, by the blessing

:
together, what can not 70,000
by working

men

and women, strengthened by the pre-

cious blood : of Jesus, do, 1 if all are at their

effort

making ? united

post,

thing, but

cording as God has prospered
ht

You_eame
the $5.giveIf
. give

If J
{

.

wn

Ministers and
ren Churches.

¢|

It

made,

.
missions

for

The reason that we do no more
:
:
is because

some

are

there

that

.

baptized and added to the church by Bro.
Stevens's efforts. The church now numbers 30

to the several | VM

Conferences.
The Baptists raised last year for missions
.
:
$79,770.49,

and

this|

muke ) it

propose p to

year
$100,000.
They
have appropriated to
.
.
:
$25,000. The Bap8. 8. work in the South 25,
P
tists have started a denoniinational paper at
Kalamazoo, Mich., which makes a good uppearance, and will do them goog in this
state.

.

»

Missionary Association
The American
have received over $300,000 the past year.
Howard,

H.

C.

Gen.

the

been

has

who

Western Secretary, having his office at
Chicago, has resigned, and Dr. Patton is
appointed as his successor. But a few men
are so well qualified for the position as Gen.
generous,

Howard, efficient, kind and of a

catholic spirit.” “Our business with hin has

alwayggheen of the most pleasant character,

THE Greenfield church, Gibson Q. M., Pa., is
We have just closed a
a pastor.
now without
A few
four weeks’ meeting with this church,
have sought their Saviour, and the church has
Earnest, faithful pastoral labor is
been revived.
A good, uncompromising
much needed here.
pastor would be well received, meet with a fair
support and have a good chance to build up a
strong church. - Dea. Geo. Burdick is chairman
P.O. address,
of committeeto supply the desk.

'T. A. STEVENS.

+

Carbondale, Pa.

in the

that paper has been

as

able

and,

past, we

have

Quite an extensive

PAWTUCKET, R. TI.

at the

progress

val interest is in

F.

and

reputation

in

future.

the

As

many of our friends are discontinuing the
Independent, ‘we do most heartily vecommend the Advance to them as a wideawake, fearless ndvocate of Christian prog-

ress.
Prof. N. C. Brackett, of Harper's Ferry,

writes: —** 1 have just received a note from

two Freewill Baptists in Pittsburg, Pa.,
urging the importance of orgaiiizing a
The past summer,

church in that city.

not

persons have

intention

their

signified

recently

whom

of

several

life,

a religious
to commence

is much
meetings

The church
bave indulged a hope.
and the public and social
quickened,

are well attended; and are characterized by a
deep and incrensing interest. The church has
pot witnessed such a refreshing for many years.
Meetings are continued nearly every evening.
Com.
Donation.

,

The subscribers wish to return their grateful
thanks to the F. B. church and society of North
Parma, N. Y., for their 7th annual donation of

less than 160 Freewill Baptists from Va.
have moved into and wear Pittsburg, and $219.00, which confirms us in the belief that we
we can not afford to lose them, What shall still labor with a generous and appreciative peowe do? The congregation at Amelia Court ple, it being no part of salary.
‘WM. WALKER,
House numbers 200, avd they expect to be
CARRIE WALKER.
The
as.
Christm
before
house
in their new
fields are white, ready for the harvest.
Backward and Forward Glances.
‘We want a missionary to commence at
After a pastorate of nearly five years with the
Pittsburg and go-on toward Richmond,
8t. church, Manchester,—years crowded
Pine
this
Our school is larger thaa ever before at
of the pleasantest memories, and I trust not
full
season of the year; don't know what we altogether spent in vain,—we sind ourselves:
shall do with the students after Christ. fairly settled with the church at Biddeford,
ji
:
“Maine,
mas.”

Rev. T. Jefferson, of Urbana, T1l., wfites
a house

.that thoy are trying to build them

of worship.

Urbana is an important vilgood

lage, and the prospects are very

for

a church, but the people are poor and need

help.
The Vermont
‘The Corinth

:

X.

dix

M. has

Q.

M's.

and
Q. M. has seven churches,

they have paid to the H. M. $2.50; their
apportignment is $66.00, Enosburg Q. M.
s s, and théy have not paid
§ churche
ha

Nov. 80th was the last Sabbath

spent

in

Man-

chester. The house. wase thronged, and the
spirit of sadness ran through every part of the
service, while in the evemng,
long resjsted the Spirit. yielded
its claings. We felt then, as we
were leaving one of the dearest
ing, and we can heartily assure

some who had
in submission to
do now, that we
churches existour successor of

the worthiness und efficiency of this people.
It has been our privilege to welcome 126

viduals to the church,

while quite

indi-

a number

been
await baptism. The funerals attended have
in
numerous, and the weddings amount to. 102

The record made up of these years of
Q. M. has 14 number. aif
anything, Huntington
that could be desired, but thank
is not
toil
;
i
churches; the Middlesex and Waterbury God for any success.

churches have

the

other

paid their apportionment;

12 have

not

paid

anything.

StraffordQ. M. has four churches, and they

have paid $85.00;

their spp. is $78.00.

Wheelock Q.M. has 22 churches, and they
have paid $50.72; their-app. is $282.00.

Are our friends content, Lo et this record
stand aguinst them ? A Ti e -effort would

‘meet the apportionments,

!

A. H. Cuasg, Cor. Sec.
\

Nov. 3lst a reunion was

at which were

and other. churches,
after

a

held in the evening,

‘gathered ‘members

pleasant

citizens

hour

had

and

been

of our

own

friends, and
spent

over

reminiscences of the pasty the company was callpreed to order, remarks made, and about $100
the
which
for
pastor,
retiring
the
to
sented

donors baye
in Biddeford
which ig no
Rev,
pastor,

nearty thanks, We find the church
united, hopeful and earnest. all of
poor ‘cumpiiment to their former
>
\
J. Malvern, ;
}

EERE

derangements of Liver,

BEWARE

In this city, Dec.

Bowels.
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Waters’,
cash,

at.

and

balanse in smal monthly installments. New 3-octave
modern improvements, for
first class E"lamown,
Parloe
aters Concerto
$275 cash. The
Organs are the most beautiful in style and perlect
one ever made.

Nlustrated Catalogue mailed.

ORLD-

SHUTTLE

CURE

RENOWNED

SEWING

for sale.

MA-

CURE

Wilson Sewing Machine Co.,** HomroR Mass.
4.
PEARL'S

enelrdtes

the

s.

YCERINE

njury, eradicates all Spots;
Freckles, Tan, Moth-patches,
Black Worms, Impurities and

GIVES A
Permanently

Discolorations, either withinor

BEAUTIFUL

Complexion.

4449
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TAKIS

upon the Skin, leaving it
smooth, soft and pliable
For
Ehappsd Hands, Rough or
hafed Skin, # 48 the best
thing
inthe world. Ask your Druggist
for It,
NO OTHER.

OUR HOME MAGAZINE
And

Mothers’

is better adapted

to

Journal.
please

hold. 39th vol. commences
pages monthly, -beautifully
advance, with

and

/No magazine

instruct the

house-

January lst, 1874.
illustrated, $2.00
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Little

Nisters” 14 by 17. AGEN *S WANTED everywhere.
Send for Spgeimen and Terms.
tory, and put
n stamp t) pay
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Clarke, 1560 Nassau

SEVERE

CASE

DISEASE.

OF LUNG

wis ¢tired of

Me?

a severe cough, accompanied with bleedin
lungs, and restored to health by Clarke’s
Cough Remedy.

6 cents each,

15651

OF

Mr. B. H. Larrabee, of Gorham,

without paying fori+. NEEDLFS FOR

ALL SEWING MACHINES

SMEWMETHIID) =) CS maracas 52

gunn, of first-class

La

CHINE
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MORNING

14

"fen
“It stands in a sunny meadow,
so mossy and brown;

‘With its cumbrous, old, stone chimneys,
And the gray roof sloping down,
The trees a century old;
And the windsgo chanting through them,

And the sun-beams drop their gold.
' , The coyslips spring in the marshes,
on the hill;

The herds go feeding at will.

Oh, the morning is rosy as ever,

But the rose from her cheek is fled;

She thinks how the trees have grown,
Since, clad in her bridal whiteness,
She crossed the old door-stotie, °
Though dimmed her eye’s bright azure,
And dimmed her hair’s young gold ;
The love in her girlhood plighted
Has never grown dim nor old.
They sat in peace in the sunshine,
Till the day was almost done;
And then, at its close, an angel
Stole over the threshold stone.
He folded their hands together—
He touched their eyelids with balm;
And their last breath floated upward

Like the close of a solemn psalm,

Like a bridal pair they traversed
The unseen, mystical road
*
That leads to the beautiful city,
>
“ Whose builder and maker is God.”

«J will come

‘Will bloom in the spirit’s track.
One draught from the living waters

Shall call back his manhood’s prime;

them,

a fortune.

:

‘With its age and date, to rise

3

Te funy Git.
In the Father’s house in the skies.

RAMSEY.

And its obedience, praise.

ESB

had

+

arriv-

red. - She was two days behind her time.
There had been anxiety, and fear for her
safety, and her coming was hailed by a
joyful crowd. As the passengers hurried
ashore there were warm .embraces, and
glad greetings, warmer and gladder {or the

perils and fears which were past.
in

the

cabin

after all others had left it, and when

the

deck was cleared, he came slowly forward,
and left the ship as if he had neither pleasure nor interest in the arrival. An east

wind blew the stinging sleet into his face,
and he buttoned his coat with a look of
weariness and pain.

said

face,

a

who

coachhad

secured a passenger ia the crowd.
The gentleman started at the sound

not

of

his voice and gave him a quick, searching
glance.
“ Yes,” he said, *‘ take me to the

best hotel in the eity.”
The carriage rattled a few minutes over
the pavements, and stopped.
_“ The St. Nicholas, sir,” said the coachman, opening the door. ¢* I think this will

suit, you,”
The stranger entered

the hotel, wrote

his*pame on
the register, ‘‘ Edward,
Smithson, San Diego,
California,” and
asked to be shown immediately to his

room.
di
Alone, he seated himself by the window,
~and gaged,on the stormy-sky and the slipA Fhis is a fitting time for my return,”
he saidto ‘himself. *‘ That tree, swaying
and moaning iv the wintry

blast,

suits

me

well; but it is not as desdlate as I am,

If

I were that tree, I should know that spring
would

renew

my

beauty

and

gladness.

Even.new the sap ig gathering in its heart,
and though it is snaked .and barren, the

‘buds
aré swelling that will clothe it with
verdure, and load it with fruit. But “what
_ s'there for me? Is the cup of life drained
to 'its dregs so early P”

“Ther
he fell to thinking of the past.

’ Twenty years ago he left his home, a quiet

homie in the country. Instead of the naked
id the slippery street, he

iretty

seemed

to

farm-honse, with orchards and

8, the garden where he gathered flow© “ors with his sister, thé brook,
his brother,

he

waded

He

~ With a look

of

terror,

the

in his stomach from the outside, he thus

away with extraordinary rapidity.

orite old toad at the corner ofthe house.

woman

where with

over . the shining

© pebles, and shouted as the crystal water

forty-five

seventy, as I should

otherwise

be.

lets, cunning little white teeth eve

as ker-

5

into which

she did, gentle reader ?
Why, she looked her

no sir, not a friend in the world.”
Rising, and laying his card before

.
him,

little

wide-awake

boy straight im his innocent face,
gravely:
“Harry, if you don’t sit

still],

and

said

to-morrow,

friends.

make

It is not too late.”

Too much surprised to answer,

he

took

up the card, and read the address, and
while

he

did so,

the

friends left the room.

gemtieman

and

his

¢‘ Make to yourself

friends—it is not too late—in the spirit of
Him whose advent we commemorate.”—
The words seemed ringing in his ears.
¢ T remember

the

old

story,”

he

said

to

his spirit pervades the world, his throne is
in a million hearts—heartg so loyal that the

last drop of blood would flow freely for
him. His ljfe was not a failare. What if
Try?”
He arose and went. out into the street.
He felt his heart beating faster. He was
not utterly hopeless. Life might yet be

fewer

objections

and

frank

thoughtful mip;

without

into audacity

SANTA CLAUS LAND.

or

keeps alike free from dogmatism and despair;
it sets forth the fruit of much patient intellectu=
not overlook

|

the wants of

the heart; and while it directly tells the reader
mueh, it suggests

and

hints

at still more, and

third volume fulfills every promise made by its
predecessors, and assures us that there is to be
ne heedless and slip-shod work. Canon Rawlinson,whose large and.admirable service in the field

of Biblical criticism has established his capacity
and laid the Christian public under many obligations, bas performed much of the more imiportant work entering into this volume, and it is
done with all his usual thoroughness and discretion. - The Commentary is one which we can
commend to Biblical students with a large confidence, and they who obtain and use it in the
right way are not likely to repent of their purchase or find their acquisitions of doubtful value.

and

final volume of Ueperweg's

History of Philosophy is, if possible, more satisfactory than the first. His thorough c¢
rehen-

sion of the field of inquiry, his fine
tion, his admirable

candor, his

diferimina-

ability to

pene-

trate at once to the very heart of a system and

science.

He

three periods :—1. The

givning

with

the

renewal

with

the

preparation

of

Scripture, is so wéll and elearly stated in his
preface that we can not do better than copy it.
He says: ¢ Its aim is simply to set forth the geu-

its plan and

structure, and trace the courseof thought from
first to last by showing the part taken by each of
the actors, the
pérport of their several speeches,
and the bearing of each portion of the book upon the common theme of the whole.”
The successive chapters deal with the following topics:

Job’s Happy Estate;

Satan;

Job

in Affliction;

Job’s Three Friends; Job’s Conflict; Job's Triumph; Elihu; The Lord. We have nowhere else
seen 80 satistactory an analysis, so clear an exposition, so forcible a presentation of the moral
lessons, and so suggestive a method in which

Bible,~may be dealt with by fairly studious ministers amd intelligent Bible class teachers, as this
volume presents.
Its excellences are many,
large and real.

the card to her.

ed to tell falsehoods before they are able to
walk and talk. The thousands of poor lt-

He handed

er and sister had much

to tell

each

other,

and when he went into the street fo return
midnight

bells

flang out

their peals upon the frosty air.

He had

heard the bells ring in the Christmas morning many times, but never before had they
spoken to him of the diviue and infinite love

of Christ. Now they sounded’ to him like
the glad shout of the angels when they
not too late.

4

How Toads
—

Eat.

O—

‘

1 have never seen our American toad use
his hand to erowd his food into

his

mouth,

as the European toads do, although lie uses

train-

tle unfortunates, who are dressed in niuslin

to |

The evening passed quickly, for the brothto the hotel, the

The fact is, that half the babies are

]

him

his mother will
of moral sense,
that as she has
reap.

and lace, and given over to the care and

Trae BEST OF GOOD

Jerrold.

that after all most of them grow up tolera-

pleasantness.

well

for

Dickens, Wal-

12mo. pp, 819, Sold by E, J, Laue & Co,
Its with real satisfaction that we read the
words, * First Series,” on the title-page of Mr.

Jerrold’s

We think it speaks

By Blanchard

First Series. Charles

ter Scott, W. M. Thackeray, Douglas Jerrold.
~HMlustrated, Boston: Shepard &
Gill, 1854.

companionship of ignorant hirelings, are so
practiced upon and deceived and (rightened
and, in short, lied to, that it is a wonder
bly truthful.

COMPANY.

of the

value.

It gives

promise of his pres-

ence and aid in making days with other eminent
men and authors full of rare and profitable
We

have

portions of the material

heretofore

gatherc!

spoken

of

into this vol-

ume, and our praise

and

showing apprecia-

triend’s spirit rather than to the senses,

Saxe’s witty poem has been most amply, skill
fully and effectively illustrated by ° an artist
whose work is his best

ers have sent both

praise, and the Publish-

verses

and pictures out in a

dress of cream, crimson, emerald and

tiful enough

to gratify

the

most

gilt beau-

exacting of

tastes. Many a smile that goes down deep into
the soul will answer the appeals made on these
beautiful pages.

Pitzmaroon is unique. Its imagination makes
it suggest the Arabian Nights, and its fancy will

|

recall MacDonald’s Phantastes. The author who
uses his frolicsome pen is at the same time the
artist who

manages

the unconventional pencil,

and rumor makes’n well-known lawyer embrace
both characters.

It is a fanciful and funey prod-

uct, and not wanting in genius.

Santa Claus Land and Child World are volumes for the little people, filled with brief and
choice stories which illustrate the best work in
this line that these captivating aothors know
how to perform.
The pencil bas been ealled
into service te aid the pen, and the outside of
the books is beautiful to the eye as the inside is
attractive to the mind.

THE ALHAMBRA
AND THE KREMLIN. The
South and the North of Europe. By Samuel
Irenzus Prime, author of * Travels
in Europe and the East.”
New York: A. D. F.

Randolph & Co. Crown octavo. pp. 482.

allowing

this unique portion of

arranged

tion aud good taste throughout. Itis put up in
a style at once nest and rich, without needless
show or extravagance, and will prove a choice
gift-book for those who would minister to a

He finds
from the

ished and prayed for, and
grieve at his deficiency
quite oblivious of the fact
sown she is beginning to

have no better friend. It was like
speak kindly to a stranger,”

authors, well

of Platonism in the

author in

dealing

are sure to assert themselves
Winter Holidays. And they
likely to gain popularity.
just what its name suggests.

It’1s made up of brief and choice selections, in
poetry and prose, from a pretty wide circle of

fourteenth century ; 2. The Epoch of Empiricism,
Dogmatism and Skepticism, from
Bacon and
‘Descartes to the Encyclepedists and Hume; 3.

the volume

M. Doug-

Py

A

to meet wants that
at the season of the
all deserve and are
Golden Gemsis

Period,
be

to racy and idiomatic English, without
the peculiar spirit

Amanda

Iu?

We have grouped these hooks together because, while very dissimilar 1 intrinsic charac-

divides its history into
Transitional

‘By

pp. 201,

ancient at the point where it ceased to be subservigut to theology and took its place as an in-

dependent

Lee

lass,
Tllustrated, Boston? Shepard
1834. 16mo. pp. 143.
:
3
CHILD WORLD, By Gail Hamilton. Tustrated. Part Second. ame Publishers, 1873. 16mo.

lay hold of its basic principles, his excellent
method of procedure and happy arrangement of
materials, his cultivated taste and his incisive style, all combine to make his work one of
great value, and to most readers it will appear

sufficiently full and fairly exhaustive.
the line separating Modern Philosophy

3 Hy

ter, they are alike in being especially intended

tends to make him a careful inquirer rather than
a passive recipient of other men’s ideas.
This

This second

Jhustra.

With

Beach. With Il er

Charles A.

parting with the reverent and evangelical spirit;
it grapples manfulty with real difficulties and yet

4l study and yet does

Go

A Legend of

field, Mass.: Whitney & Adams. Boston:
& Shepard. 1874. 12mo. pp. 86.

it is independent

running

Bon

n, Boston: James
ugustus
R. Qsgood& Co, 1874, 12m, UR
smmer.
Magi
PITZMAROON; or, The

ciently full without going needlessly into the
prolixity of details; itis really scholarly and
critical without being a puzzle and a plague to
the average

Boze.

%

John

2

Gotham.

than

It is suffi-

ness for the sake of Him whose advent seems
to inspire all hearts with gladness,—and
that simple act restores to me a sister’s love,
and lifts the crushing load of poverty and

himself. ‘‘ He went about doing good,
sang, ‘‘Peace on earth and good will to
but they rewarded him with batred, not
men.”
“Thank God,” he murmured, “it is
with love. They nailed him to the cross, |

and buried him in the tomb ; and yet to-day

open_to

the book of Job,~as well as other books

| toil from her and her children,”

to yourself many

and

any other yet issuedor projected.

ly shocked and pained, and he will be pun-

“Oh yes,” she sald, “I know that name
the gentleman aid, ** Do me thé “Honor to]
quite well.
The poor in this areat city
commence a list with my name; and in the

{ rate

cellences

Hay

THE PROUD Miss MACBRIDE.

and other Biblical students, combining more ex.

to exhibit
,
throw’ eral drift of the book

11

you out of the car-window !”
y
In the plainest manner possible she ‘gave
her child a lesson in lying. No earthly

is a poor child, 1 said, I will do. her a kind-

spirit of Him whose advent we commemo-

pp, 114.

use among the massof ministers

of the

around me at
commemorates
the hand goes surely this man was his messenger. His - power would have made her throw him out,
I get an jm- hopeful words, ‘It is not too late,” sent me and nothing would have been strong enough
into. the street, instead of my chamber. to tear him from herif danger menaced him ;
year.”
A laugh went round the table. The old ‘Make to yourself friends ip the spirit of but she wanted to keep him quiet, and so
gentleman turned to Mr. Smithson, and Christ,” he said. Why had I never tried to do she rushed to the resort of the weak,—desaid kindly, ¢“ I saw you write your name it before ?. Why had I so forgotten the les- ception. If,two or three years hence, Haron the register, and know that you are sons I learned at our mother’s knee ? Here ry shall tell her a lie, she will be exceedingfrom a distant land. Permit me to say,
sir, I hope you have comé to spend the
holidays with friends.”
¢ Thank you,” he replied, a mist creeping into his eyes, * but I have no friends—

Porter, D. D., LL, D., Presi-

ophy, by Noah

of the foreign author to evapnels of corn, and rosy cheeks that. kept ‘orate
even when be speaks through the medidimpling/into smiles. Naturally the con- um of a tongue unfamiliar to him.
It is a fine befinement of hi position made him restless. ginning of the Theological and Philosophical LiHe grew tired of sitting still on his mother’s brary which this enterprising House has projectlap; the cakes and apples she rather un- ed, and we have reason for a large confidence
wisely gave him lost their charm, and the that the undertaking is to be carried through to
an eminent success.
bright flowers he kept begging with: the
prettiest pleading from the stranger by his THE ARGUMENT OF THE BOOK OF JoB UNFOLDED.
By
William Henry Green, D. D.,
side at last grew wearisome. Baby wanted
Professor in Princeton Theologiesl Seminary.
New York: Robert Carter & Brothers. 1874.
to take a turn on the floor, and mamma
12mo. pp. 369. Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.
‘was afraid to let him. What do you think]
The aim

He took the card from his pocket, which
he had received at the dinner table, and
read the address.
‘If God sent me, then

children and grandchildren
this happy festival, which
the world’s greatest event,
back on the dial plate, and
pulse which helps me all the

est plece of autobiography,~of brief avd characteristic ticles selected from his writings,covYale College, and an appendix on Ital-: ering a great variety of topics, but never wantdent of
. ian Philosophy, by Vicenzo
a, Ph, D. ing in the vigor of {hought, the excellences
of/
Same Publishers, ete. 1874. octavo. pp. 561.
style, and the rare soul-force with swhich,Mr,
We have here two books that ate books. The Burritt charges all'his speech, whether it
runs
general character borne by them has been somes off at the point of his pen ort Bisaks
out of his
what carefu)ly set forth in noticesof the earlier lps.
i”
’
volumes of the same works} so that there is no
need of many words, On the whole, we are in- GOLDEN GEMS. From various auth
. Com
Hoste
plied by, Hatha |Gy Bridie
Boston : D, Lothclined to regard this Commentary, popularly
ro
0.
ver,
N
.
H.:
G. T,
¥
known as the Speaker's ib account of its origin,
1873. 12mo.
an appendix on English and American Philos

to us the fairest ornament a mother ever
wea's, her beautiful baby. The little fellow | The Period of the Kantian Criticism and
the syswas very noble-looking; somewhere near terns issuing from it, from Kant till the present
his second birthday,
we should fancy, sturdy time. The translator seéms to have beed pecuand strong, with blue eyes like wood vio- culiarly successful in rendering the German in-

Surely,God has sent you to me
in this time of need.”

With

\

day, and in her arms she held what seemed

That was a happy Christmas eve to the
brother and sister. Love and joy sere
springing in his heart, ro long desolate and

of

minis-

————
A beautiful! young mother sat by us d
ing a three hours’ ride in the cars the other

Christ-

instead

brought him some larvee of pygaera

Telling Children Lies.

“I met

«I will tell youa little

am

I then

enticing him to put 94 of them on top of his
squash-bugs. Finding that his virtue was
not proof against the caterpillars when I
put them on the end of a straw and tickled
his nose with them, he at length turned
and crept under the piazza, where he remained for four days digesting his feast.—
Prof. Scudder.
j

secret ; I renew my youth every ‘Christmas. the money.
I

and he ate them all, twenty-three."

‘ra, three-quarters grown, and succeeded in

lect the rent, and I have been too ill to earn

That is why

He

ate them all without making any wry faces.
I gathered all that I could find on my vines,

“ We could
mot‘d® without Christmas,”
said a gentleman with snowy hair, and

1{ bright, grey eyes.

I was

so much amused that I gathered some more
of the same bugs and carried them to a fav-

your little daughter in the street, and have

4

by

his foot held fast to what he gained by each
swallow, and presently succeeded in getting
the worm entirely down.
The amount which a toad can eat is surprising. One morning I threw a squashbug to a young toad. He snapped it up,
but immediately rejected it, wiped his
mouth with great energy, and then hopped

shé had not dared to look, jopening bright
and beautiful before her and her children.
“Tell me,he said, ‘“why did you call me
Mr. Herforth ?”
:
“Ah me !” she replied, ‘I had almost forgotten my trouble inthis great joy. I took
you to be the land-lord’s agent, come to eol-

ET

The toad,perceiving this,

by a little effort getting hold of tho worm’

“Mr. Herforth ?” she said, offering him a

dark, and she saw the futare,

there

brought his hind foot to aid his jaws;
grasping his abdomen with his foot, and

sprang from her chair, where she had been
sewing, and stood before the stranger who
had entered her door.

What would Mary and the little

But

his jaws grew tired, lost (heir

inch swallowed.

a gen-

pale

tak-

firmness of grip, and the worm crawled out
five-eighths of an inch between each half-

it is a little

the

in anotber half-inch.

at length

tleman has come to see you.”

had

ed.

ble.

“ The heart must ring Thy Christmas bells,
Thy inward altars raise;
It’s faith and hope Thy canticles,

‘“ Have a carriage, sir?”

said.

“There is a little woman up town who
expects me to bring her something pretty,
anda little boy who is impatient for a
rocking horse, and a drum. It’s well for
us poor fellows, that Christmas comes
only once a year.” The speaker smiled
gayly, as if the pogifelogys, with whom he
classed himsel |
not very misera-

A Christmas Story.

man, with a pale, thin

he

visit.”

(er the two who are old no longer

lingered

to draw

taken the liberty to call, because her face
reminds
me of one I knew long years ago.
>
.
« Happy fellow !” said another, laugting. My name is Edward Smithson.”
“My
brother
!”
she
cried,
and
fell
fainting,
** Going home to wife and children; but
I must not be envioms or ungrateful. as she threw herself into his arms. - Swoons
Mother and sister will not forget me, and from joy are generally short,and she soon reI too must be off in time to reach the old vived to the consciousness that the brother,
so long loved and longed for, had return“home before Santa Clause makes his annnal

willows,
west;
find them,
rest.

And we’ll suffer no tell-tale tombstone,

gentleman

down,”

folks do if I fail to appear with
mas presents?”

The angel had printed there,

One

her,

“ I must be off on the, chair with a trembling hand.
sulting his watch.
“That is not my name,” he said.
three o'clock train,—would not miss it for

:

Aspinwall

tell

and said, ‘‘See here, dear mother,

« T have no time tp spare,” said one,con-

And eternal years shall measure
The love that outlived time.

The steamer from

‘and

then

were so many half-inches to dispose of that

astonished child. “Take them to your mother,” he said,

inch;

ing a nip with his jaws, waited for a chance

Mr. Smithson bought the shawl, and a
heavy piece of flannel, and gave them to thé

grown weary of his solitary thoughts.
He
was shown a seat ata table with several
gentlemen who were gayly chatting with
each other.

And the flowers of a vanished spring-time

G.

chance, swallowed half an

died when little Johnny was a baby.”

sent up to his room ?”

Perbaps in that miracle country
They will give her lost youth back;

V.

“Why does not _your father buy her a
shawl P”
hot
“Father's dead,” she said, softly. ‘‘He

hearted philanthropist again in this book. It is
made up,—aftér the 6) pages devoted to the mod- -

With additions by the translator,

Patiosophy,

frée in air and coiled about the toad’s head.
He waited until its wreathings gave him a as the best in

og

Christmas present from a stranger who is
not so happy as to have a child of his own.”
“ Just as the hare, whom hounds and horns purAs he laid the heavy packagein her arms,
sue,
she looked up with a face full of gratitude
| Pats to the spot from whence at first it flew,”
and joy. ‘The light shone full on hey, and
That was the face
| 80 he had returned
to his native land, he gazed astonished.
: bringing his useless treasures, a hopeless, photographed on his heart, that was the
| aimless man. No,not quite hopeicss or aim- look his little sister had so often bestowed
leés. He had a forlorn hope that the broth- on him .when he had pleased her. He
Taker, or sister, sq long: neglected, might be stooped and kissed the pale cheek.
ing the package from her, he said, “I
found.
As these visions of the past vani hed, this will go home with you. I must see your
hope grew and brightened.
With the mother.”
“I know you are good,” she said, as she
cruelest aching of the heart, he felt an input
her hand’in his and they went out into
expressible yearning for their love, A soft,
:
o
golden
light seemed gathering around the street, ‘‘and mother will be glad to “see
those far off days of childhood and ‘youth you, but it is a poor place where we live~
which he had passed with them—a light a very poor place, and gentlemen like you
which floated faintly into the present, and do not often come there.”
They passed Dkloug way through the
even touched'the hard, black edges of the
bright, crowded treet, turned into a dimly
impenetrable future.
lighted alley, and threaded the narrow halls
A rap at the door, and a waiter said,
** Will Mr. Smithson come down to’ the and staircases of a tenement-house, On
dining room ? or will he have his dinner the fourth floor the little girl opened a door,

And looking forth from the window,

The wrinkles and silver hair,
Made holy to-us by the kisses

a four-year-old toad at Antioch College. = I

and the earth as iron under his feet.

girlhood dreams, once vanished,
back 1n her winter-time,
feeble pulses tremble
the thrill of spring-time’s prime.

Bat the shapes that they left behind

beautiful

has to go out when it is cold.”,

came dross in his hands.
For months, t
heavens had been as brass over his head,

And the sunshine still is golden,
Bat it falls on a silvered head.

that

‘Come into the store,” he said, leading |
‘was tossing him earth-worms while digging,
her forward, “and tell me if there is not and presently threw him so large a specisomething you want for yourselt.”
men that he was obliged to attack ohe end
*Nothing that I want halfa5 much as I
only. That end was instantly transferred
want that shawl for mother,”and tears came
to his stomach, the other end wreathing
into her eyes. *‘Mother isn’t well, dd she

with the world—a face so fair it filled the
“heavens, and he grew young in its beams—
and then a black eclipse. The beautiful
face vanished in the valley of the shadow
of death. The light went out of his life.
The gold he had toiled for so eagerly i

How, dressed in her robe of white,

——

only thinking, if mother had

and the genial, enthusiastic, childlike nod pure-

German edition, by George 8. Morris, A. M.,
Professor of Modern Languages in the Univer.
sity of Michigan, Vol, II.
History of Modern

ting himself outside of his dinner.”
=
But these instances of ingenious adaptation to the circumstances weve exceeded by’

*‘I was

warm shawl how nice it would be.”

melted his heart, “grown hard in conflict

She stood by her gay young lover
In the morning’s rosy light.

MRS,

prom-

there seemed nothing more to ask. Then
came a dream of love—a smile so sweet it

She tHIGEs again of ber bridal—

BY

had beckoned him on with golden

Literary Review,

Mrying to withdraw ber hand, she looked

up iuto his face, and’ said timidly,

‘ments, reverses, and the final crowning
success which filled his hands so full, that

?

That won her heart in her girlhood,
That has soothed her in many a care,
* And praises her now for the brightness
Her old face used to wear

|

Fame

gliding

taking the little one by the hand said kind- sticking out of his mouth, and after repeatly, “What do you™#®e
that pleases you ”
ing this once or twice succeeded in’ ‘‘get-

the toil and strife of years—the_ disappoint-

d the old wife’s tears are falling,
s she harks to the well-known tone,

We will hide away ’neath the
‘When the day is low in the
‘Where the sunbeams can not
Nor the winds disturb their

death.

unto

almost

sick

hour

very wide gravel walk. Tn a moment he
was impressed. A great number of eminent
had
locust’s head down his throat, its
personages Is set before us on these pages;
hinder parts protruding. He looked around
are exhibited in a fair way, somewhat after (Hey
the
manner of the modern interviewer; the inci‘Please ler me look one minute,” said a for a stone or. clod; but finding none at THE HOLY ' BIBLE, according.
to the ‘mithorized
dents,
though
often trivial, are’ nevertheless genversion, with an Explanatory
weak, pleading voice.
hand in either direction, he bowed his head
and Critical
Commentary, and a Revision of the Transla- erally worth reporting, and the book is pleas“Move along, Patty, or we shafi push you and crept along, pushing the locust. against
tion by Bishops and ether Clergy of the Anant, chatty, keeping curiosity. constantly alive,
into the gutter,” was the reply. He looked, | the ground. But the angle with the ground
glican Church.
Edited by C. F. Cook,
M,'A.,
Vol. Ir I. 2 Kings—Esther. | and now and then pleasantly gratifying it.
Canon of Exeter.
and saw a little girl, pale-faced and thinly was too small, and my walk too well rolled.
New. York: Scribner, Armstrong & Co. 1873.
TEN-MINUTE TALKS on all sorts of subjects.
clad, gazing with hungry eves on the beau- To increase the angle he straightened his
octavo. pp. 499. Sold by E. J. Lane & Co.
Elibu Burritt. With an Autobi
h fo <4
tiful things within, the window, and a crowd
hind legs up, but in vain. At length he HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY... From Thales to
Author. Boston:
hn: Lee
She Quid.
12mo.
the present time. By Dr. Freidrich Ueberweg,
of well-dressed boys elbowing her from threw up his hind. quarters and actually
Pp. 860. Sold by E. J. Lane & Co. .
late
Professor
of
Philosophy
in
the
Universit
Tt is pleasant to meet the polyglot blacksmith
her place.. He pressed into the crowd, and | stood on his head, or rather on the locust
from the fourt
of Konigsberg, - Translated

ises, but this was all she had given him.
Then came the burning thirst for wealth—

The children have gone and left them,
They sit in the sun alone!

.

wan-

wounded:

And beside the brook in the pastures,

And the
Come
© Till her
With

Then those years of

forgotten him.

ofthe

into his hehrt, and heard the voice saying,
“It is not too late.” ”

déring by sea and land passed before him.
The sailor boy, gay and careless, fond of
strange sights, and stirring adventures,—
the soldier, regardless of peril, and eager
for distinction, following his country’s flag
through long and weary marches, hungry,

The trees fold their green arms around it,

And the roses bloom

feet.

But what was the place to him now? The
father and mother, whose love made it a
happy home, had long slept in the village
and sister,
brother
The
churchyard.
where were they? In his wandering and
eventful life they had been almost forgotten; perhaps they were dead, or had quite

The old Cou ple.
The house

‘He felt the happiness

ve

broke in little waves over their naked

.

J

STA
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Dr. Prime is too well-known
as a tourist,
reporter and author to require many words in
defining his position in the world of letters, or in
setting forth the qualities of this book which
tells especially of his recent tour chiefly in Spain,
Russia, Norway and Sweden, though dealing
somewhat with France, Germany and Switzerland,
Itisa very pleasant and varied story of

travel,

sight-seeing,

and

experience

as well as outward,
He does not
original or profound,
but to multiply
id and often simple photographs for
some entertainment of the average

inward

aim to be
plain, vivthe wholerédder.
In

this he never fails at his poorest;at. his best his
success is genuine and noticeable,

Tre Best Me#noDS OF COUNTERACTING MOD-

ERN INFIDELITY.
A Paper read before the
General Conference of the Evangelical Alliance, New York, Oct. 6, 1873.
By Theodor

Christlieb, Ph. D., D. D., Pr

of Theol-

ogy and University preacher at Bolin, Prussia.

New York:
pp. 89.

Harper

&

Brothers. 18H. 12mo.

By general consent, the paper of Dr, Christlieb, here printed, was assigned the first place
among the
numerous’ dud able productions
brought out at the late meeting of the’ Alliance
in New York.
A careful reading of it takes
away any surprise that may have been felt over
that estimate. It is equally remarkable for cxhaustive comprehensiveness, for clear and sharp
analysis, for abundant knowledge of the sub-

Ject,

for clearness

candor, for a

of

noble catholicity, and

for the high

spiritual tone that distinguishes it throughout
and gives its close an almost sublime moral majesty.

This is to be printed again with

the other

papers read at the great meeting, in the volume
which this Flouse will issue, and which they
will send to those ordgring it before Jan, 1, for
$5.00 per copy.

THE WOMEN OF THE ARABS.
for

children.

By Rev.

Henry

With a chapter

Davis Jessup,

D. D., Seventeen Years American

in Syria,
Edited by
D., and Rev, Isaac

Rev.
Riley.

Missionary

C. 8. Robinson, D.
New York: Dodd

: Mead. 1878. 12mo. pp. 872, Sold by E.J..
ne

0,

7

‘Dr. Jessup has given us a rarely, interesting”
volume. He first deals with the condition of

be even heartier now
woman in Syria when ‘missionary work was
that much maligned thing, human nature, that we have looked must
through this book than it
But servants are not the only nor the chief was when ‘dealing with the installments that commenced there, and with the religious sysoffenders. We charge mothers and fathers reached us in pamphlet form. Mr. Jerrold’s tems thit had prevailed and helped to fix her
lot;lgnd then he unfolds the work doneby the
with-being very culpable and wicked in method and objeet remind one of Fields’s * Yes.

their sins of commission in this regard.
“I have never deceived my child,” says
Mrs. Laura Love, who is readiug this num-

ber beside her baby’s crib..

When you pre-

terdays

with Authors,” but he aims- to do con-

siderably more than Mr. F.,showing us, not
only the men here and there, but turning them
round before us that we may inspect every side,

behold them

in state, in the every-day aspect,

tended, dear lady, the other day, that you

among their friends, at home, among books ; and

| were not going out, and when you
tip-toed
off with
your
bonnet
hidden
behind = you, lest
baby
should
cry to go, what were you doing but deceiv-

readily and

ing him?

When

you’ pretended

that the

abominably tasting stuff you were about. to

be helps us also to interpret more

accurately much that is significant and
in their works,

his admiration

The author writes

almost

rises to

peculiar

I ad
literateiré. “ee

A

—

f

n

fy

CHOICE TRIOS “for: female voices ; intended for

his

But it is a

A good thing,in more respects than one. There
are nearly a hundred compositions, ~aboiit twenty are of a sacred “tharadter, and there is noth-

reverence,

appreciation to enthusiasm, his praise to panegyric, bis apology to desperate. defense and fu-

rious counter attack on their critics.

Christian women who have especially devoted
themselves to the spiritual welfare of their sex
in that land,and the results that have followed. Xt
isa Feogrd equally instructive and stimulating,
und makes
a real contribution to our missionary

Seminaries, High and Normal Schools, and
Vocal Classes.
Selected and arranged by W.
8: Tilden. . Boston ;:Oliver Dissoty
Co. 1873.

con amore;

octavo. pp. 160.

Bold hy D. Lothrop & Co.

give him out of a vial was good, smacking delightful and intelligent familiarly with these
them freely to wipe out of ‘hig mouth any your lips as though you enjoyed it, ‘What literary magnates to which he here invites us. We ing reglly frivolous,~from the praducts of the
best foreign and. home authors. They. are not
him most heartily for the courtesies thus
inedible or disagréeable substance. When were you doing bat acting a lie ?
he thank
especially difficult, thovgh a few of them will
already extended, and
made to yield some little fruft that would our toad gels into his mouth part of an inChildren have yery quick perceptions, invitation of a similar assure him that higpext ‘require’ considerable drill and demand careful
sort will meet a glad welnot ‘‘ turn to ashes on the lip.”
. sect too large for his tongue-to-thrust down |
work in their execution.
The size of the volVery young children learn to see through comeand a prompt response,
ume is particularly convenient for use.
Twilight had come, and the stores were his throat (and I have known of ‘their at- theways that are dark and the tricks that
rer
Rn
¢
blézing with gas-light, and bewildering in tempting a wounded humming-bird), he re- are. vain of their foolish elder companions, MEMOI
RS OF MANY MEN ANDOF SOME WOMEN !
or, Dap "and her
sorts
to
the
nearest
stone
or
¢lod,
and
pressIN THE
R ge.> osto
«their display of wealth and beauty. Busy
n : D. BASK
rdp ; & Co. 1875. 16mo.
char
LothET
Being
Personal Recollections of Kmperors, THE
Still,as we look into their soft eyes we seem
es
the
protruding
part
of
his
mouth
against
Pe
Pp
i!
h
y
Kings,
Quetns
,! Princes, Presidents, States.
crowds hastened in and out. Men with
to hear the solemn words that fell from the
men, Authors and Artiets,at home and abroad,
A story full of interest, witlhe both humor and
arms full of Christmas packages jostled it, and thus crowds it down his throat. tenderest lips that ever spoke to man;
Jung the jst oi hi BY Maunsell Li, pathos wrought into it. It details. the caredr of
ett
.
W
York: oi Harper
rp |
him, women, fair-faced, and ‘richly robed, This can be observed at any time by putting “Take héed'that ye offend not one of these
rothers, v 1874 v anegress, Daph, and two children of her masswept past him, and little children, whose
joy gushed ont in shout and laughter, as
they feasted their eyes on glittering Christmas-trees, and temples of confectionery,
hung around the illuminated windows.

a locust’s hind Jegs together
it before a small toad.

and

;

throwing
9
is

On one occasion I gave a ‘‘yellow-strip&d” locust to a little toad in his second
summer, when he was in the

middle

little ones,”— Hearth and Home.

)

Self-will is so ardent and active that it
will break a world to pieces, to make a stool

of a to sit on,

:

Mr. Field

makes the most of his opportunies.

He sees all the accessible ‘lions, human and oth~

ter, whom she

rescued

froma sad

fate and for

whom she worked with a patiént bravery, help-

ing them on the way to a successful life. The :
growl -und movement and look is narrative will be read by the little ones with an
noted, and when there is not much to be seen or
intense and growing interest from the first page
heard, he takes time and space to tell us how he ‘to the last,
erwise, each

Pa
|

statement, for thorough

~

ireA
CE 2
wp r— sn. AS

steamer employs pretty nearly the same
time. A ca
onthe other hand, re-

every reasonto

quires not
than five, hours for the
journey, but then the scenery passed
.- throug!
is perhaps the most striking -in
Southern Europe. I have often gone on
toot, leaving Nice early in he morsing,
afternoom,

having

been

fully two hours on the way.
Once beyoud the town, the road beging to ascend
‘what is called the Montée de Villefranche,
andat every step

the views

and more varied

strong appetite, he drank on.

becomé& more

and picturesque.

and his Saviour. He was frequently heard to
Teplurously use such langu
as ** Christ the
center,” *‘ in Christ,”
before
he fell “ asleep in

Jesus.” He bas left a large circle of relatives
and friends to mourn 4 little season here below.
Special mention should, be made of the lone
widow, who had not ceased to mourn for two
romising sons, who in blooming manhood had
n stricken by death’s ruthless hand. But the
Holy Spririt bas applied the apostle’s instruc~
tion to her heart, and she . * sorrows not, as

we may learn

thers who have

Men

Pres-

ently an olive wood is traversed, and the
town 1s Tost to
sight until the summit of

hope,”

FOR GIRLS.

whose

long aod - weird-looking,

green

on

the outside

the inger, lends
a
nee,
night, ‘when

but

the exceed-

that at the
himself.

and silver gray on

them a very fascinating
lly on a moonlight

the

arching

houghe

had

abused;

LiPBuservainnnnne

obituary.

Of his life since

last he

reformed

and

honesty and patriotism, the momentum
past achievement and service,

of high office, troops

the

of

Christian

of friends,

This

spectacle.— Springfield Republican.
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A Poet Surprised.

performed at a period when agricultural
implements were of the rudest, they must

be SckubWIegged as nmong the most giA correspondent tells how the Poet Laugantic of undertakings. They are from
reate
was recently caught *‘in the suds” by
ten to twenty feet high, about a quarter of
a mile long
and from fifteen to twenty- Queen Victoria:
five feet wide. In order to form them the | The queen once sent him word that she
rock had to be cut away, blasting being would honor him with a visit on the followof course unknown at the time, and evely ing day. The announcement was received |
handful of earth brought up from the plain with full loyal welcome from the poet and
below, often to a hight of two thousand his household, which, be it said in all refeet.
The
Provencal writers consider spect, bas, with all the attractions, some of
them the work of the Moors, but it is the disadv'ntages of the poetical atmos:
probable
that they were commenced under phere.” Order does not there reign suthe Phoceans and the Romans and centinpreme in outward things.
The house was,
wed by the Arabs. I have been shown sevowever,
put under arms to receive the royeral terraces the masonry of which was al visit ; srr arrayed himself in solundoubtedly Roman, and ¢oins bearing the emn dress-coat; Mrs.
Tennyson wore an
cffigies of the earlier Caesars have been appropriate toilette; the younger Tennyoften found in the brick-work.
(orn is sons were snatched from mud-pies, washed
grown on them under the shadow of the and dressed, and kept ih bondage to the
vine

is

best

frequently twined.
I bave seen two
wheat-harvests gathered in one year on
these

narrow

terraces,

and

nothing

of doors.

be imagined more charming than ‘heir
appearance
late in autumn. Ther the
olive

tree,

emblem

its silvery foliage

ripe, and

overhead,

the

bright

green

so are the

figs, and there

of peace,

is a mellowness

to slippers and mud-pies once more.
But
lo!
one morning, as the children were at

waves

peach

their favorite pastime in the garden, and
the poet meditating in his dressing-gown,
and Mrs. Tennyson oa domestic cares intent, a horseman dashed up to the gate, and

is

October

in

the

But the day passed, and the

next, and no majesty appeared. The household drew a sigh of regret—avd lapsed in-

golden corm waves beneath arlands or
vines heavily laden with luscious fruit,

the

clothes for the whole afternoon, while

a delicate repast of strawberries and cream
and flowers was prepared in an arbor out

can

air

that makes one almost inclined to believe
that the age of gold has returned to

shouted, **The Queen !” and before Tennyson could don his coal or warn his wife,

- earth,

the

royal

carriage

drew

up

before

the

As the summit of the mountain is approached, vegetation becomes less luxu-

house,
With the instinct of a true gentle:
man, he weaot forward to greet his’ sover-

riant, and
fnally disappears altogether.
Mont Borron, for so isthe mountain in

eign, called his family to him, and led her
majesty into the house. Then there was an

five

awful pause.
Suddenly, the poet raised his
head, and looking at the queen, exclaimed,

question

called,

huodred

is about

feet

high,

two

and

thousand

the

plateau

at its top is barren and rocky, though the “Oh, woe is me! For five days I waited,
short tufty thyme and myrtle grow in |, ready in suitable attire,to receive my queen.
great abundance, to the delight of the - My wife was ready, and my children werg
sheep and the bees, The view obtained washed and pictures to behold, and her
hence is among the most beautiful mn the majesty came not; and now she has come,
world.
Facing you is the deep blue and found us in‘what a plight!” The poet
roaned.
The queen broke into a raerry
Thyrauean Sea, sparkling with sails, and
often on a clear day with the busy outline a
and the ice thus broken so. gracefulof the islan | of Corsica distinctly visible ly and wittily did not form again during the

~4

on its horizon.
To the right
- with all her
domes,
towers,

lies Nice,
churches,

hotels, quays and the interminable line
of her
palatial villas traced out as in a
map.
Then range after range of mountaing of every shape and nature, grass-

grown, rocky, forest-covered,

barren, rise

one above the other until the

mists of dis-

tance alone effice them from sight.

the coast of France

can

bays and

peninsulas

this point, not
as

less than

many

be

Along

counted,

fifteen

from

separate

and

capes.

nd
the eye lingers ic 18 sure to discover énchanting
districts—gardens of
surpassing loveliness, where grow groyes

of orange and lemon

trees,

white with

blossom or golden with
fruit; stately
palms cf.many vavieties; the two-leaved
eucalyptus; rose-bushes
whose flowers
are far more numerous than. their . leaves;
magnolia and camelia frees capable of
roducing a thousand flowers; villas of
tg

English,

Oriental

architecture.

Swiss,

Jere

Italian

and

by

sea

the

is one of such perfectly classical appearance that every moment one expects to

see issue from its marble peristyle the
gracefully shaped Ione, Juliu or Lydia;
ther
isn 'sweet
little cottage, hall’ burried

in banks ‘of roses, which might have been
transported from the Branch, Cape May

or the Aste
of Wight." But'if the view to
owe ‘Fight 1s beautiful for its Mxuriant

ertlity,

bat to the left. surpasses

it in

grandeur.
Below you is the pretty village
of Vallefranche, with its old churches and

forts half hidden among the Ju.
petusawitiy thie Thnumora hd
0

Soloteal ik}

uly

y

give,

tha

ich,
ants

seéne

a

» "Hart wk ‘Villéfranche re-

ects herself

and

her

palms

face of the mast mitord

upon.

e Ls bars

anchor’

Villefranehe their win

in. ‘them

-the stately
presences of the
Plymouth,
Shenandoah and
often ‘to be seen ‘here, idl
scene whieh otherwise would,

Tt

an

Richmond,
Juniata are
life. to a

Tack anima:

tion, Beyond Villefiunehe the 1oug billy
peninsula of Beanlien and
. $¢.
Hospice
stretches for fully three miles out into

the bay, as green as un. emerald; with
some twenty. pleasure-boats usually elast-

ering about its shores, for the oork

woods

St. Hospice are famous for :picnick and
. merrymaking, and its little hotel is’ re-

nowned

-

J
tp
The work of the mound-builders

:
in the

vicinity of Vincennes, Ind., is being investigated ak the present time under the direction' of Profs. Charlton,
Townsend,
and

others. The exploration of the largest one
was begun by making au entrance from the
top, whieh is to be carried down
about sixty.feet.
A local
paper

probably
51 “At

tén feet below the surface u bed of charcoal
was found, and below this ther were remains of bones,

which

pletely decom

were almost

, ‘denoting

com-

their

great

state of almost complete’

decay.

roof of great age, as human

if

i

By

reading

SIGHT.

from

the

mound,

no

doubt

be-

Jonged to the old Toltec race which inhabited

this locality about 3000

years

ago;

and

it is to be hoped that some well-preserved
bones and other remains representing that
ancient race may be exbumed from this
mound.”
a

Smatterings.
—

Tells

Overworked

Copy, by Mail,

how

to Re~

a5

Vision and

Eyes;

how

to

and

all other Diseases

Free.

Send

fixed on her

Saviour,

whom

cure

eak,

Neare

ifted

of the

es.

Phebe

Christian

labor and taithfulness terminated’

delights in all things. A limited knowledge

of the natural sciences will gite one'a lifelong’ ‘source of happingss. We stand ‘at
the

portal of these pure jovs,afraid to enter

but

the

moment

we

have

crossed

the

reaching of the Gospel, at his father’s house, by
\der Mark Atwood, he found peace in believing

P.O. VICKERY & CO., Augusta, Maine.

iEigher

Lan

&ec.

H. E, HIBBARD,

-

Principal.

INSTITUTE,

Commenced its Fall Term September 2. Continues
16 weeks. Vacation during holidays. Winter Term
commences January 5, 1874, and continues 11 weeks,
followed by Spring term of the same length.
Catalogues sent to icquirers.
PER ORDER.

ELIHU HAYES,

gr

*¥

stitution are furnis
to both sexes
at moderate
,
rates. Send for Catalogue. .
i
1
«J.
ARDN
Srinoipal,
esoNen,; N. Y., June4, 1878.
gk

MAINE

Teun Professors and Instructors.

Not sectarian,but

Location can

in

not

be

surpassed

Expenses only

including

$175

Tuition,

for College

Boarding,

healthfulness,

year of "40 weeks

Washing, Rent,

Fuel

and use of heavier Furniture. ,

VR

For Catalogue or further information, address the
President, Rev. J. CALDER, D. D., or the Preceptress,

|

Miss JANk W.

Hoyr, A.

M.,

Agricultural

College

P. O., Center Co., Pa.
The Spring Session of the above institution, located

‘near Bellefonte, Center Co., has opéned under very
pleasant circumstances. Already upwards of one hundred students are upon the roll, and others have sig.nified their intention to enter.
Professors Collier
and Downey, Miss Hoyt and Pres. Calder, all for-

ready achieved.

Fall term commences Aug.

of the ‘“ Hymns only.”

Send for SPECIMEN PAMPHLET.

WEDNESDAY, Dec. 10, 1873.
WILLIAM H. COTTON,
competent Assistants.

eow30t24

LINIMENT:

rates.

cure for Sciatica, Rheumatism?
Neu-

ralgia,

Complaint,

Contracted

Cords,

Lame

bottles,

$1.50;

Back, Sprains, &. From 2 to 6 large bottles will
cure cases given up by physicians,
e only cer=
tain

care

Write

for

for

sciatica.

Large

$100

to

List

to

J.

A.

JOM

NNTON,

per month guaranteed
sure to Agents every-

250

where selling our new seven strand WHITE PLATINA
CLOTHES LINES. Sell readily at every honse. Samples free. Address Girard
Wire Mills, Philadelphia
a

12meow4

0

Chicago, Ill.

PER
want
in the
Wire

$450

particulars

Northwood,

KE. 8. TASKER,
N. H., Nov. 20, 1873.

lyeow20

address the Principal, oy

LAPHAM

Miss

Penmanship

commence
}

on

G. T. Swasey, L. A, Butterfield, E. C. Sinith, Miss
Abbie Lyon. =
Calendar:
WINTER

TERM,

Opens Sept. 2, 1873.

12 weeks.

TERM,

12 weeks,

|

Opens

WEST

ade Arom 50 cts. Call. and’ examine, or
12 Samples sont | (postage free) for 50 ots.,
that retail
quick for
0 § .
L. WOLCOTT; 181 Chatham Square, N. ¥

$1

we

eowly

Ll

SURE
i

of S HCCESS

profitable and legitimate,

Agents

wanted

every,

where, Business high:

amily, sells to pd satisfction. Address.t: ¥FERSON CHEMICAL
MARUFACIUKING CO., Philadelphia,
Pa.

i ;

;

1yeowdd

largest Tea Company in America : aed
ind ucements to agents .

Add ress,

13t40

’

nd’ for circular,

RORERT WELL

©,:

8

Location,

Theology.

A special effort will be: made, by the Principal, to
repare those students who may have the
Gospel

peculiar

1

A. B. MESERVEY,

0

done in the best mariner, at this Office

‘

Four terms of

¥

advantages.

Winter Term sloses Friday. Jan. 23} 1874.
.

Vuoation
one week.

Spring Term begins Monday Feb. 2, 1874.
Spring Term closes Fridgy, April 10; 1874.
Summer Tern begins Monday, Api 27, 1874,
Summer Term closes Thursday,
July 2, 1874.
4 For further, panicuinre, Jpply to the Prmoipal, or
8, C, LEWIS, Sec. Trustees,
< New Hampton, N. t., July 22, 1874.
i
LE
|

|!

(ER

students

For

im

particular

nt

and

information,

ar to

*

W. COLGROVE, A. M.. President.

ants.

jc

Spring Term begins,
ww
ile
Jan.
6.
Summer. Ferm begins,
- Mar. 80.
The special'work of this school is to fit students for
College, and it is open for both sexes. The school
being composed of only one department, & thoroughness m doing their work is secured from both teachers and pupilg, which is not ordinarily found in
schools where so many kinds of work are done. The
students are faithfully drilled in Latin and Greek
Ancient Geography, Ancient History, Algebra and
Geométry. Special attention. is given to reading,
declamation, composition, Greek

scanning, &c. The location
the College and Theological
tages of association

with

and

Latin

A

of the school 80 near
School, affords advan-

students

of a hi

g

and culture. The public lectures of these institutions
are invaluable.

A.M. JONES,

Sec.

SEMINARY

habitants,

having

no

liquors

he

or

billiard

saloons.

The school enters upon its fifth year with increased
facilities for the accomplishment of its work, Prof.
Bradley and wife having, after four years’ charge of
the school, recently enterea into a contract with the
Trustees to conduct it for

five

giving permanency.

years

to

come, thus

CALENDAR:
«
FALL TERM pens Aug. 26, 1873,—ends Nov. 21.
WINTER TERM opens
ec, —ends March 6, 1874.
SPRING TERM opens March 24, 1874,—ends June 12.
For further particulars, address,
Rev. G. S. BRADLEY, A, M., Principal.

RIDGEVILLE

COLLEGE.

CALENDAR FOR 1875-4.
Fall Term begins Aug. 28, and ends Nov. 14, 1873.
Spring Term
ins Mar. 10, and ends May 29, 1874,
yas Tamer Term
begins June 2, and ends Aug. 21,
i.

EXPENSES.
Tuition and incidentals, in advance,

$7.

Instramental Music, twenty lessons,

$10.00

Room rent, per form, from
$2.00
to
Board, per week, in private families,
“
“
clubs, about
EXTRA CHARGES,

Use of Instrument for practice, per term, 1.00
Vocal Music, twenty lessons,
1.50
Penmanship, fifteen lessons,
1.50
Rooms for self-boarding may be had at reasonable
rates. Students
may enter school at any time of the
term, Mrrsg inde Ly time to the close of the term
at the regular rates.

.

For Catalogue apply to:
,
WM. REED, Sec. & Treas.
Ridgeville, Ind., July 18, 1873,

LYNDON

LITERARY
LYNDON

INSTITUTION.

CENTER,

:

VT,

A. It, Principal.

a

Miss Lizzie CALLEY, Precepiress.
Miss MARY C. BRADFORD, Associate.

A

Miss MARY E. MOREY, Music.
Miss ELLEN A. PERKINS, Penmanship.

TUITION :
Primary Studies,
Common English,”
- =
_.
Jigher English
Latin and Greek,
J
wi
French foxira) .
.
Instruction on Piano or Organ, Use of Piano or Organ (ex'ra),

Instruction on Guitar,
Vocal Music,18 Lessons,

-

-

-

15 Lessons,

.,

-

:
.
-

-

-

-

-

-

.

-

.

families;

in

¢lubs

at

building,

ample

in

its ar-

rangements, recently erected for the use of the
School,is situated one gentle eminence in the village
of Lyndon Center, 4nd is in the midst of the universally admired hill scenery
of Vermont:
Lyndonville station, on the Passumpsic railroad, is Bat
ten minutes walk ‘trom the Institution. It is thus
easily accessible from all parts of the eotntry;, and
at the same time removed
from the atti
and
temptations which tend to divert the attention and
sont the Jvrad ul the Young in Su its,
or furgher particulars,
ress the
at
Lindon Guid orl. La SANBORN, Engin at
ndonville.
i
x
yndon Center. Vt.. 1978.

:

81

TREATISE.
The New Treatise,

just revised

by order

‘of the General Conférence, can now be had
4 cents each for two

ders

or more copies,

are solicited

on
/

A—

. CHRISTIAN

CALENDAR:
Fall Term bezins Monday, August 25, 1878,
Fall Term closes Friday, October 81, 1878.
...Vaoation twa weeks,
Winter Term bogins Monday, Nov. 17, 18738,

oq

[14

Cw

with eight

Vacation two weeks.

BUSINESS CARDS, &c., -

R

A. M., Principal,

ix regular courses for both sexes.
ten weeks each.
:

'§ PO3TERS,

OTK 151i ag:

INSTITUTION.

associates,

COLLEGE,

on application, for 25 cents for each copy,
Postage (éxtra) 4 cents for singleof ope,

:

HAMPTON

the

. NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.
La JORDAN, A.M., Principal, with three Assist

assistapce

his power towards the prosecution of theol
studies.
x
;
For farther pavticulars, Address the Principal at’
Waterbury Center, Vermont.
38tr
NEW

on

at

“LOCATION :

The Buildi gfone of the finpst in the State, is romantically
situated amidst, the: highest mountains
and grandest scenery of Vermont.

8. M. PETTENGILL & CO.

3 h Ww

2.25

i

commence

FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR-CO., WEST VIRGIL.

The new, commodions

2.50

Flowers, &c., each extra.

40 Votoy Siroot, New Vork ’

VIRGINIA

Board from $3.00 to $3.50 in

Book-Keehing, Penmanship,
Pen-Drawing, Instruction in
Penciljig, Crayoning, Pastel, Wax

Yours truly,

21tf

«siviee dann Weashsssmisbaia vases es

inistry in view, by fariishing them ev

VEA.—~TEA AGENTS” wanted in town and
coun
try to sell TEA, or get up club orders,” oF lhe

and

«+

1.00
2.00
10 00

Article needed in every

experienced

lower rates, and rooms furnished for self boRratng.

$5.50

Use of Piano and Organ,...............

Board

Half terms

This Institntion offers to

Penmanship,

23, 1874.

Englishy...ceeiivinnnass

Latin and Greek, extra,
French, extras .iseesssces
Instrumental Music, ...coovisvieees

:

an

A@¥~Clergymen’s children and students relying
on
their own exertions for an education, received at seduced tuition.

+ 2, 1873.

Opcns Feb.

Tuition :

Common

by

Wo

VT.

Mrs. E. C. Smith, Principal Ladies’ Department.

SPRING

taught

"CALENDAR:

Faculty:
Rev. R. H. Tozer, A. M., t'rincipal.

FALL TERM, 13 weeks.

be

Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins August 26, 1874.
Winter Term of 13 weeks, begins
December
2. 1873.
Spring’ Term of 13 weeks, begins March 13, 1874.

Miss M. E. Prentiss, Assistant.

frgowd

will

Teacher.
!
No deduction for less than half a term, except

Faculty :

MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.
CENTER,

a

Miss ELLA C. HURD. Teacher of Music.

G. H. RICKER, Prin.
Scituate, R. I., Nov. 3, 1873.

WATERBURY

De-

A

Miss'LINDA C. VICKERY, Teacher of

J. 8. BROWN,

Complete courses of study for hoth sexes.

North

athematics.
CLARA A. FORBES, Teacher
in Normal

pariinen

Secretary.

INSTITUTE.

The WINTER TERM, of 13 weeks,
Wednesday, Dec. 1v, 1873.

[fone

WEEK and expenses paid. We
a reliable agent in every County
U. 8. Address Hudson River
Co., 150 Maiden Lane, N. Y., or

:

For further

small bottles, 75 cts. Sold by all Drigaista. ‘lyeowl!
a Price

-

with

Common Engtish,
sino
aihS)
HigherEnglish,
.
.
.
.
600
Classfeal,
«
+
«
.
.
. 650
Ed
French and Music extra.
Board and Rooms can be obtained at reasonable

1s a positive
Spinal

A. B., Principal,

The tuition will be as follows :
Primary Branches, -

BISHOP SOULES

1873.
1874.
25, 1874.
A. B. Fuincipal.

Miss R. ANNIE DRAKE, Teacher of German and

SEMINARY.

The WINTER TERM of eleven weeks will commence

A. S. BARNES & COMPANY,
NEW YORK, or 32 BROMFIELD STREET, BOSTON.

AocademAid 10
:

CYRUS JORDAN, A. M., Associate Principal.

1y48 *

NORTHWOOD

Address,

4
-

21, 1873.

Winter term commences
Nov, 6,
Spring term commences Feb. 5,
Summer tm commences 3
KINGSBURY
BATCHELDKR,

A@~ Notice CHAPEL EDITION, ot the ‘‘ Hymns and
EDITION

PITTSFIELD, ME.

Furnishes College,
Preparatory,
No:
ical ud Ladies’ fh iv orm [J Yl
weeks.

merly of Hillsdale College, are laboring in this institution, and are much encouraged by the results al-

Tunes” and CHEAP

CENTRAL INSTITUTE,

3

ductive, farming country. The village of Evansville
can not be surpassed in the high moral tone of its in-

CLASSICAL.

thoroughly Christian.

:

SEMINARY,

EVANSVILLE

and

3

fo

ar

_ The location of this institution at Evansville, Wis.,
is a beautiful one, being surrounded by a rich, pro-

AGRICULTURAL,
SCIENTIFIC

:

O00

* 8,00

West Lebanon, July 29, 1873.

COLLEGE

OF PENNSYLVANIA.
oi

El

, Use of Piano, : n
=
= 200
Good bo
can be obtained
rivate
at
$3.00
oy
Those wishing % board
emsélves
can obtain good rooms near the Academy.

send for a Ci

CO., JowA.

AGRICULTURAL

RAL

men’s are formed.

Office 554 Washington Street. Boston, Mass.

MUSCATINE

Ara

Tu

Roome and board in private families at reasonable
rates.
For further particulars, address the Secretary, at
Pittsfield, Maine.
31
:
C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.

TCHELL, M. D., Secretary.
. 1, 1873.
651

COLLEGIATE

A

oi.

beginning ane middle of the term.
e price of board, in clubs, varies trom $1.60 to
$2.00 per week. Ladies’ clubs as well as gentle-

RE

1y82

“

gy,

-

gaan

Tastianental Music (20 lefsons),

account of sickness.

beauty, and freedom from corrupting influences.

his

residence in Barrington, Nova Scotia,
Oct. 18,
1873, in the.G4th year of is age. Being the son
of pious parents and the subject of many relig=.
ious influences,
Bro. Donne grew up to man~
hood with a strong tendency to Christianity.
He became anxious with regard to his personal
interest in Christ, and was for some time inquiring the way
of peace. At length, under ihe

is the time to subscribe or send

WirLtoN,

time to devote to it. If you can’t have any- earthly career. His ‘amiable disposition and
a8. MUPETTENGILL & 00.. 10 State
thing more, a smattering is infinitely bets Christian fidelity had; won a large circle of
Thus the young
pilgrim of only 18 Street, Boston, 87 Park Row; New York, and 701
ter than nothing: Even a slight knowledge triends,
summers sank to rest. He leaves a tender
of the arts, sciences. languages, open a 1ather nud mother and three loving brothers, to, Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, are our Agents for
procuring advertisements for our paper (name menwhole world of thought before us. We ap- mourn, thieirloss,
$
«CoM.
tioned) in the, above cities, and authorized to cone
reciate a fine painting better hecause we
W. DOANE died of enlargement of tract for advertising at our lowest rates.
roa taken a few strokes of the pencil and theCHARLES
liver and ulceration of the stomach,
at his
know something of the difficulties of the
tagk.
Ignorance is restricted to a Soy
few pleasures; it is only intelligence whie

to every

MEN, Girls and Boys wanted, to

WILTON

THE
iD: AT { ST

E.

Learn everything you can. It will cong, of typhoid fever. It is abundantly gratifying to
that our youthful brother was a sincere
in play. Don't be frightened away from say
lover of the blessed Jesus, But a few years of

size 16 x 20,is given

furnished on application.

ADOPTING, EXAMINE

she

found precious in suffering.
She leaves a large
circle of dear friends wlio mourn the loss of one
kind and beloved.
We laid ‘her away, in the
hale. of meeting her where no farewell fers Hire
shed,
+R,

Sommon English,

2

BEFORE

words of counsel and encouragement in’ oar social services. During a long
illness, her mind

calmly

2

{

TERMS:

OPTICS

Course of Study, Commercial and Common English branches.
Students received at any time when
there are vacancies. Catalogue and Report for 1873,

gents Wanted

ness,
She loved the church of ber. choice, its
songs aud prayers, and was true té her covenant

was

OLIVER

your address to usalso,

1y45

say,

and

e.

he

WHITESTOWN

Bryant and
Stratton College,
BOSTON, MASS,

Illustra=

Eyes, and

no more.

prayers

Now

ALF
Brunswick, Me.,

Inflam

prepared to meet

fervent

PASTEL,

M. D., or to th

No. 91 Liberty Street, New York City, N. Y.

E. WINsLow.

‘miss’ her

is

ges and citios,

Ly

Circulars containing full information may be obtained on application to the Registrar, D. F. ELLIS,

Gentlemen or Ladies. $5 to $10 a day guaranteed.
Full particulars sent free. Write immediately, to

*“ Tam almost home.”
** Mother, we shall soon
meet again on that beautiful shore.”
She urged

We

of America

comfort,
those

presen ng the Corps of Teachers to the attention of
arents an
a
8 and the public, as
y
aualited
lf scholars for bond 4 rhe Bi

HE annual course of Lectures at" the Medical
School of Maine, will commence
FEBRUARY
19th, 1874, and continue SIXTEEN WEEKS.

50

:

healinrilade
age
Ibis Troe

is unaur

laces of resort conducive to idleness and

"1340

Medical Department.

$1.25,

2

Watery,

|

and daughter of Levi G. and Elvira Sawyer, died
in Stark, Me., Nov, 13,
aged 26 yedrs and 8
months.
The subject of this notice was wellknown to our people, and there are many who
say; “my
dear friend has gone.”
She was
a good woman, kiud and affectionate as a wife,
obliging 48 a neighbor, true as a friend.
The
place she bas leftin the family and in the neigh.
borhood will not be easily filled. She entertained a hope
in the Saviour at the time of the great
revival in Stark, three years ago, from which
time she has lived a humble, devoted Christian,
In the days of her sickness she was never heard

vows.

Magazine

a

:

BOWDOIN COLLEGE.

$18 50.

WASTE NO MORE MONEY BY ADJUSTING
HUGE GLASSES ON YOUR NOSE AND DISFIGURING YOUR FACE. Pamphlet of 100 pages

GEORGE W. PUuLLEN died in Kingfield, Me.,
Dec. 1, of pneumonia, after a few days of severe
suffering, aged 74 years and 11 months,
Bro.
Pullen experienced religion some 49 years since
was baptized by
Eld. Samuel Hutchins, an
united with the ¥. B. chureh in Kingtield, where
he remained a worthy member until released by
death,
He leaves an affectionate but sufferin
companion, who hasbeen sick for years, an
during some months past rendered almost helpless by paralysis; also several children, with a
large circle of relatives and friends, to mourn
the loss of a kind husband, indulgent father and
esteemed friend. He leaves good
evidence that
the loss of his friendsis gain to hi
His end

BEpwARD L., son of Josiah A. and

any pursuit because you have only 4, little

Copies,

922 Chestaut Street, Philadelphia.

ADALINE C., wife of John Ledgett, died in
Warren, Vt., Dec. 2, of paralysis, aged 61 years
and 9 months.
The deceased had been a great
sufferer for several years; but during her lust
hours suffered but little, being most of the time
insensible. Although
not a member
of any
visible church, we hope her name is enrolled in
the Lamb’s Book of life. During her last hours
she was several times engaged in prayer.
Calling her husband to her bedside she asked him if
he was praying, thinking perbaps it was the
usual hour of evening devotion.
;
J. S. WALDRON.

Prescott, died in Lewiston, Maine, Oct. 12, 1873,

W——

our

Impaired

preserving them, and yet they were sound gharactér:- Hér Feligion“wils practical, eminentand well prédorved, though they were ly fitting her-to discharge the duties of a wife and
known to be nearly 2000 years old, The mother in a faithful and happy manner, and fill
crumbling and decayed bones which were up thé measure of life with tidelity and useful
exhumed

this hr

Queen’

Academies,

DR. J. BALL & CO., 2.0. Box 957.)

will be

u

“The

rox

Price, $1.50.

Per dozen
>

store

13, of

parting

$260

.,»
Boston,
Mass,
Ill, or St. Lous, Mo,’

Charch Choirs of all Denominations,

& WALKER,

As

MARY,
wife of J. Nickerson, died in Tamworth, May 6, aged 54
years. She embraced
religion when young, and through her whole
life maintained an
irreproachable
Christian

averbeen takenidrom burial-places in Eng»
land which were much less favorable far

BOOK

ted
PHYSIOLOGY
AND
ANATOMY of the EYE-

BENJAMIN DAME died in Gilford; Nov.

her in heaven, where

be cut, and

on eka iaborgh, Pa Chiou,

13t38

RESTORE your SIGHT,

apoplexy, aged 638 years.
The funeral services
of Mr. Dame took place on the Sabbath at the
church where, just one week before, he had, in

her brother and sister to be

and

Boston.

* THROW AWAY YOUR RPECTACLES,

Md.,

skeletons

is

TUNE

SAVE YOUR EYES.

|:

CoM

She would often

Charts

y sell our French and American Jewelry, Books, Games, &c¢., in their own localities, No
capital needed. Catalogue, Terms, &c., sent FREE,

A Gem worth Reading!—A Diamond worth Seeing

JONATHAN C. DAME died in Baltimore,
Oct. 12, of consumption, aged 37 years.

to murmur or complain,

y

&

WOME

BOOKSTORE,

Cornhill,

BEST

10w30

JENNIE M., daughtér of Jonathan Dearborn,
died in Manchester, N. H., Nov.9, aged 21 years
9 months.
The remains were taken to Eust

in a

This

AND

One-8ample

LEE

-

MARIA P., wife of Enoch H. Sanborn, died in
Gilford, Dec. 3, of cancer, "aged 54 years. She
was a sincere Christian, having experienced religion more than thirty years ago.
Her departure leaves a vacant place in the community, in
the church, in the prayer room, and especially
in her own family circle. Her sufferings were
severe, but God’s sustaining grace was remarkably manifested.
Truly ** the name of the Lord
is a strong tower; the righteous runneth into it
and is safe,”
S.C. K,
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CORA A, wife of Geo. H. Heath, died in Newport, R. L., Oct. 30, aged 19 years.

ton for burial,
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EMMA Sorta, daughter of William and Alice
W. doward, died in Charlestown, Mass., Dec.
2, of consumption,
* Blessed are the dead that
die in the Lord.”
_ Com.
1¢

WAREHOUSE

THE <
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JEDEDIAH THOMAS, formerly of Farmington,
Me, died in Allston, Mass., Dec. 8, aged 78
years and 4 months,
He had taken and read
every number of the Morning Star, from Vol.
I, till the week before his death.
CoM.

-

best
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gant

sk
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life

Words

hopes. ** It is not in man that walketh to direet
his steps.”
:
‘CoM,

ed to preserve the bones; but they are

LE

tf

antiquity, As soon as touched
they fell in- Her death at this time seems peculiarly trying
to her father’s family, and éspecially to" hef beto dust. Perhaps at u greater depth, bones reaved
husband, who had entered mto business
may be exhumed which are better preserv- at Haverhill, Mass,, where he bad fondly hoped
ed. Phe earth in the moundis found: to he to enjoy with his beloved wife many years of
exceddingly compact and.dry, well calcnlat- comfort and happiness. But, alas! for human

throughout Eiropt for, its, fish: as we-look at thelong, long vistas beyond;

diners, —Lippinoot t's Magazine, 1 il

a

of

MRS. ALICE G., wife of James ‘V. Greaton,

An Extinct Race.

rat

for

closeto the shore. The Amerigan, frigates
cruising
in the Mediterranean
usnall
make
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-Wwas peace,
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even in the stormiest Asather no. pple
stirs fts waters—waterd 80, deep that the
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trated. “The Coming Wave,” an’ ele
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inadequate to express the high regard in which
she was held in the entire community,
* Blessed are the dead that die in the Lord.”
~~ Com.

is

the end he has made.
This is what he has
done with hisicareer.
It seems to us that
there 1s something rather sobering in the

pilgrimage

worthy of her Christian profession.
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can is very widely read by young men, in funeral. She was ready to go home to sce
the colleges and elsewhere. It was think- Jesus,
G.'W,
ing of them we began this article; it is
"BETSEY
.
ROBERTS
died
in
South
Gorham,
thinking of them that we close it. Here Me., Nov. 2, aged 35 years and 7 months, Siswas § man who seemed to have everything ter Roberts had been a member of F. Baptist
in his favor—eloquence,
popularity, proved church about 44 years, and:during her entire

redeemed from waste, that the work dates
back at least fifteen centuries, and was

the

fom

ZILPE, wife of Abner Smith, and daughter of
Jabez Colyin, died in East Concord,
Vt., Nov.
26,in the 47th year of her age. In this death a
husband and an onl
daughter and son have
been left to mourn.
he deceased always took
Bary in our social meetings, and when on her
eath bed made all of her arrangements for her

history wantonly, but from a motive, and
with a hope, and for an end.
The Republi-

these | terraces has been placed there. by
humab labor’; and when
it is taken into
cons} eration that
any
bundreds of
miles
of mountain-side
have Leen thus

olive trees, to whose branches

any single

blessed immortality.

We have not recited this painful

7
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IDA, daughter of Busan and the late Moses
ied in East Concord, Vt., Nov, 12, in
the 17th year ot her age. Ida died in hope of a

open grave—still less assume to judge and

condemn.
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single square can well be-afforded

whose

then, we know too little to speak ; it is possible—though hardly probable, we fear—

e, which is dark

olive grove look exactly as if' covered
with
shawls of rich black lace, The leaf of
the olive tree, which is an evergreen, is
attachedto the bough by a very slender
stalk, so that the slightest wind sets it .in
motion, as it does that of the quivering
aspen.
The fruit ‘resembles an acorn
without its*cup, and is brown ond dingy.
The flower is very insignificant.
The olive trees at Nice are cultivated
on terraces cut like deep steps up the
mountain-side.
All the earth which fills

he

patience he had exhausted.
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began

to speak of him hs ‘‘drunken Dick Yates,”
His infirmity became matter of public
gos-

no

L418.

BE

2 The Voyage

esus died and rose again, and that those also
who sleep in Jesus God will bring with him.
Rit
uh
THEO, H. CROW ELL.

Boquire a mastery of anything. , Let the
end alone! Begin! lear’ to ‘do what you

then oftener and more, then to stupefaction can to-day, to-morrow; and though after
all it prove to be but a mere sma
g,you
or deliritm. He made more than one des- have
gathered some intelligence on one
perate struggle to free himself, but the net
point
more than you had before, and you
of fate—to borrow fron Asehylus—was
ave found happiness in seeking it.
around him, Whether it was
hereditary
©.
taint or disease, or merely a weak will and Hearth and Home.

able to rest

. Subsequentgly ‘the Free

tian and worthy member until called to join the
church above, During his sickness lie was wonderfully sustaingd by God’s presence, having, a
clear view of
as the sinner’s sufficiency

with scarcely an effort.on our part, and yet
we hang back bécause it takes so long to

Dick Yates *‘drank"—at first moderately,

and arriving in Monaco at about four

the

ly placed In posisions where,

predict for him. an excep-

tionally succe
and brilliant career,
There was every reason but ene.
;
Like so many good fellows before him,

.
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or

So poor Dick Yates is gone. ‘@ despatch

from, Bt* Louis tells us of his hy
eath at once for every. effort we put forth, A
on Thanksgiving day, The snare is broken little systematic endeavor—one hour or
i
—
at last, and the sorely bruised and wounded even half hour a day—and a man may be
considered learned before he dies, Learn
soul is escaped.
'
J
There
ure three
ways of ‘reachin
A dozen years since, Dick Yates was -one thoroughly what you do learn, be it ever so
Monaco from Nice—by
sea, by rail, an
sug may speak of it with confiof
men of the West. A thorough- little,
by carriage via the
Corniche road.
This ly the Helug
few leatly defined facts and
0
fellow,
kindly in heart and manner, dence.
last is the longest, but by far the most well stocked with brains, possessed also of Ideas are worth a whele library of uncertain
. interesting route.
The
railroad takes a god voice, a keen sense of humor and no knowledge. As we change about among a
you to Monaco in about an hour, and the’ little personal magnetism,
thefe seemed continua v shifting people,we are frequent-'

t

24 , 1878.

ptist church, and remained a consistent Chris-

‘An Italian City.

3
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maIsdn

ure. We have not to wait until we reach
the end; there is a compensation given us

i
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and was enabled to rejoice
a
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threshold ae begin to experience a pleas-
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Gout

of the effort that

for

the surface

of the body must be kept cool.”— Scribner's,

ordinary

v

pe

tion of Mr, Williams as Chief-Justice of the

Philip Goldstein, of

Su-

or reject-

Jonal’s whale has been) the cause of a very
lively incident
in the Academy of Sciences

of Brussels, which has

Boston, who set his fancy-

litical press of Belgium.
M. Von Beneden, the
eminent zoologist, had pointed out in the gourse

goods store on Washington street on fire about
4 year ago, with a view to defraud an’ insurance
‘company, was sentenced

to ten

years

in

greatly exercised the po-

of an address to the academy

the

which

Stute prison in the superior criminal court, Fri
day. The Rev. John Hutchinson, who formerly
supplied a pulpit at the Highlands, was algo sen‘tenced to a year and a half in the house “of cor-rection for swindling. He has already ‘spent
.eleven months in jail,

describes

the

that the tradition

dolphin as bringing to the

shore human bodies with which it meets, is vefy
ancient

and

widely

spread, and

resemblance to ** the fable
timation on the

part of the

that

it bore a

of Jonah.”
eminent

The inzoologist,

that he doubted whether a human body swallowed by a whale would be
good condition

It Wouldbe diffleult to find anything in its three days afterwards, bas raised a theological
‘Mine that ,
ps the artistic. work of .Ph. ‘storm, Two professors of the Catholic Univer-

Huke, New York, in the fancy card business, sity of Louvain démanded in a violent letter that
pr-gihof bis enameled specimens of visiting cards | the academy should formally censure M. Von
, and his samples of New Year's Beneden, and the academy having, with one dis4 Unique, in design as they
taste- sentient, refused to do so, the two professors of
ful

indinish. Judging from his work,

he

Louvain have sent in their resignations.

seems

to he sue of the men who has found i place in
Something new under the gm is offered for
the world, ~and that is 25 FrankfortSt.
sale by R. C. Root, Anthony & Co., New York.
1872 the sum of $4,498,000 was in the shape of a magic inkstand, which, by ad0 American colleges by va- ding a little cold water, is promised to yield. a
uals. The largest beneficiaries supply of ink for a century. The principle of it
, to the extent of $196,294; is manifestly chemical, the water receiving an

a
given,
rious.
were Yi
m

915; Cornell University, $185,000;

Walls College for Women, $100,000, .

infusion of some substance

-
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f

ab pbioat of Cartagena was opened
agaIn

the gt

will recog

ers

with increased

vigor.

It is said

have assured Castelar that thoy

gtheropible when the Cartag pla

If it will

really do what is proniised for it, the inventors

are sure of a fortune,
0

contained within the

stand which gives it the nature of ink.

-

rien

will

before sta

whether

Since the stands are just

be necassary to wait
they will

really

awhile
furnish

ink for a hundred years or ngf. If ome is corious to examine the artfele, it ¢an be had for two

tract of land, and a perpetual water righc will
cost farmers at the rate of about $2.50 per
acre.
* The whole plan of irrigation snd the machinery by which the water supply is regulated
and managed,
has perhaps been
brought to
greater perfection in Utah than in uny othér
place in the world,
And so suceessful have the
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torpedo and other creatures which

the

exhibit ex-

ternal electrical phenontena, and the absence
of any such organ in man and the higher ani.)

mals, would seem to indicate that the produc.

tion of electricity in animals requires
er form of apparatus. than

the

some oth-

nervous ganglia,

In answer to this, the Doctor seeks to show that
in the difference of temperature between the
dollars by addresging the proprietors at 62 Lib- ‘interior and sugface of the living body, a source
erty street. ' The ink is really a good article,
of energy is prescuted which, on thermo-electrie

to derangements of-the liver, that

it bas become

quite common in certain circlesto ask a man,
“How is yovr liver to-day?’ rather than to
inqyire after his health, It would certainly be
more appropriate and significant to inquire
after the

condition

of the

skin

than

the

liver,

as nine-tenths of all the maladies that annoy us
come rather from derangements of. the skin
than the liver. When that much abused organ
is under the weather, its condition is due -usually to some abnormal state of the ski n,
.
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Manure Heaps—Ammonia.

Farmers frequently experience heavy loss by
to take with the meal:
It also finds its way
permitting their. manure heaps to remain freefrequently to the sick room with benefit.
Victoria.
covering. |
But variety is wanted.
The pear, too, is nu- 1x, exposed to the air without any
Alaska will supply gold as well as furs, large
On Wednesday, iu the Senate, the bankruptcy
This practice, so inimical to the interests of the
tritious; but it has a short season.
So with the
bill was referred to the committee on judiciary. veins of that mineral baying heen discovered
husbandman, whose circumstances require that
berries.
The blackberry is the most heulthfal
The resolution to adjourn over the holidays wus there.
he should economize every particle of fecundatof allthe fruits, and is also very grateful; it can
postponed indefinitely. A resolution proposed
An effort is making in Macon, Ga, to enforce
ing matter for the use of his crops, requires
hardly He eaten to excess so as to occasion harm,
by Mr. Sumner was adopted, for consideration the long-delayed payment of city taxes.
correction.
which is not the case with the more aromatic
of the expediency of abolishing the office of comExposed in this condition, without any prostrawberry, which, though strong in flavor, has
The
Pope
has
received
a
gold
pen
from
the
missioner of internal revenue.
The extra naval
tection from the deteriorating effects of the aff
yet a comparatively small amount of the nutriappropriation bill was passed.
The chief busi- Catholic soldiers in the garrison at Malta,
mosphere, the very best manure will, in a very
tive elements, but little exceeding the blackber®
ness in the House of Representatives was a
_ A national bank is about to be est blished in
short time, be depreciated to a most harmful
ry. Itis the apple and the grape that concern
further discussion of the salary bill. There was Japan, with two offices in Yeddo, on: in Yokous most, as these may be kept, the first, if need extent. Whenever fermentation takes place,
'
a long debate resulting in the passage of a sub- hama and another in Osaka.
the most valuable part of the manure,if not
be, the year through, the latter half that time.
stitute bill fixing the salary of congressmen at’
covered with some absorbent substance, is volThe Rev. Dr. Cyrus Hamlin, president of Rob- Not all sorts of grapes will bear this; only the
$6000 and traveling expenses, leaving the other
atilized, and passes off in gas.
This valuable
ert College, Constantinople, is in tli: country
thick _skinned,—these, the Clinton, the Diana,
salaries unchanged.
A resolution was adopted
portion is the substance
known to chemists
Rogers No 4, and others, gather
when ripe.
agai in quest of aid for that institutici.
for an investigation into the conduct of Judge
Remove all accidental
unripe
and
unsound
by the name
of ammonia.
Every pound of
The works of the submarine tunnel under the
Busteed of Alabama and of Judge Durell of
berries, and put under roof, spread out where} this’salt is capable of producing sixty pounds o/
Louisiana.
English Channel are to be begun immediately.
the air has a chance for circulation; leave a wheat, or a bushel of Indian corn,~being, as
On Thursday, in the Senate, the salary bill Shafts are to, be sunk at Dover and Cape Gris week or two till the stems have become dry, we have already remarked, the most valuable
from the House was referred to the committee Nez, and tunnels are to be run fof a mile in each then pack away for keeping. Lay cluster against part of the dung, and without which whatever
direction under the sea.
on the civil service and retrenchment, and there
cluster, not crowding, and cover
with some
remains after its ubstraction or volatilization
An engraver in Springfield has cut the Lord’s
was another discussion of the financial question.
soft, dry material like cotton, using the material by the atmosphere, is little better, so far as reThe proceedings of the House were marked by a Prayer into a piece of copper less than one-fourth
first on the” bottom; paper will do, and so will
gards
vegetable
sustenance,
than
so much
vitaperative debate, growing out of a personal the size of a silver three-cent piece, and there
dried leaves; then another layer of grapes covsand.
is
room
in
the
circle
for
fifteen
or
twenty
words
explanation by Mr. Hale of New
York.
The
ered as before; the third layer may be given,
If you have a manure heap from which you
Senate amendment increasing the special ‘naval more.
and even the fourth has been a success. But
are apprehensive this gas is escaping, prepare
appropriation bill to’ $5,000,000 was concurred
where there is a small quantity of grapes and
yourself with a common feather, dip it in vineThe way they make money in Los Angeles,
in. Mr. Dawes introduced a postal telegraph California, is by raising oranges - for $30 per plenty of loose room, two layers are the safest. gar, and hold it directly over the manure.
If
bill, which was referred. « A concurrent resolu- thousand.
fumes will be seen.
Mr. L. J. Rose has just sold his en- Close with a lid, leaving slight apertures for the gas is escaping, white
tion for an adjournment from Friday until Jan- tire crop for $15,000.
circulation of air. A cellar, if moderately dry,
In this case no time should be lost in sowing
>
uary 5, 1874, was passed by the House,
18 a good place to put them, - They will keep
gypsum over the entire surface of the heap,
The Boston & Maine railroad is steadily gainwhich arrests the ammoniacal gas,—or,if gypsum
On Friday, in the Senate, the House salary bill ing the popular favor and patronage which its till spring, shrinking some, but also improving in quality. Nothing can be finer and more
is not available, you can cover the heap with
was reported back
with amendments.
The careful and faithful management deserve.
Peofine loam, muck, or, indeed, with any substance
House resolution for adjournment over the holi- ple will travel over a road which offers them the welcome than such grapes in the spring, say
Ir the stems are not which wi
as an absorbent.
Every person
«lays was passed in concurrence.
In the House most chances of arriving safely at their journey’s from February to April.
thoroughly dried, there will be evaporation in
who has accorded any attention whatever, to
of Representatives a resolution was adopted end.
the box, and hence mold.
The rule for keepthé phenomena of manures,
must have been
autherizing the committee on the judiciary to
Two long-lost boys have recently returned to ing apples is as simple as that] for keeping
very sensibly impressed with
the difference
send a sub-committee to New Orleans to take
in Troy. ,Both of them were grapes. Pick just before ripe or when ripening, between the results attending the application
testimony with reference to the impeachment of their hom#s
put in barrels and leave in, some outbuilding
¢¢ Shanghaed,” one on a ship voyaging between
of horse manure which has been
allowed to
Judge Durell; also, a resolution authorizing the
New York and San Francisco,and the ether on a till passed through the sweating operation, and
remain in heap till it bas become *¢ fire fanged,”
committee on appropriations to send a sub-comthe fruit is dry again, then remove to the fruit
ana those which follow the application of that
mittee to Boston to examine the land for the ex- canal-hoat part of the time, and with a blackroom or cellar, head up, leaving some space
smith
in
Pennsylvania
the
rest.
Their
stories
which
has not undergone this deteriorating
tension of the post-office and settle, if possible,
abound with incidents of brutality
and bard for circulation of air, and keep the temperature
process.
Now this difference is the result of
the existing controversy.
The committee on
treatment, and their manner of escape and per- low , just escaping frost, and us uniform as posfermentation.
Had the manure
been covered
military aftairs reported a resolution requesting
severance. in plodding their way home again, gjple. —Indiana Farmer.
carefully, this_process would have been so far
the President to appoint*a court bf inquiry on
reads very lke a romance.
modified in" ‘intensity, that no very sensible or
the charges against General Howard in connecappreciable diminution of value would have
It
is
again
settled
that
if
railway
companies
tion with the late freedmen’s ‘bureau:
The supensued.
The volatilized ammonia, beicg speplementary civil rights bill was discussed, but give free passes, they contract to carry the holdcifically lighter than atmespheric
air, would
no action
taken, and Congress adjourned to ers safely, and, if they don’t do so, are as much
have ascended
and been
absorbed, in great
liable to the wounded as if these had paid their
One of the editors of the Rural New
Yorker,
Jan. b.
measure, by the protecting covering of gypsum
way, notice of non-responsibility printed on the after a visit to Utah, gives the following account
back of the ticket to the contrary notwithstand- of the system of irr ization which ie carried out or mold, and thus have been economized for the
MISCELLANEOUS.
use of the crops. This subject is really deserving. Henry Horstwas a Free Passer on an In- in that Territory: “ The laws of the Territory
The town of Milton, Cal., was destroyed by a diana railway, and baving been most inhospita- give each county the right to control the irrigat- ing the serious attention of te farmer, who
tornado on Tuesday.
No lives were lost, theugh bly smashed, has,by the kind assistance of the ing waters within its’ limits.
The land is first should better understand his own interest than
many persons were injured.
to permit so valuable an<adjutant to be lost.—
U. 8. Circuit Court, taken $8,000 out of the Com- divided into water districts, and water-masters
Intelligencer.
This is right, for of course a free pass and sub-water-masters are
appointed to take
A family of emigrants on their way from pany.
charge of the-s¢ater in each district. These act
. Arkansas to Texas were waylaid and murdered implies some kind of consideration,
under the instructions of the county commissionnear Little Rock, on Thursday last.
A new military boot has made its appearance
ers. All - persons desiring land for cultivation
in
England,
the
inventor
being
Sir
William
PalThe coruer-stone of the proposed bridge across
must file aw application with the county surveyThe phenomenon called the sleep of plants
the Hudson River at Pougfkeepsie was laid, liser, a distinguished army officer. It has been orto have the land surveyed, and the survey
was
first observed by the illustrious
Swed
uesday,with Masonic ceremonies and a gen- tried in various regimentsand proved entirely is then submitted to the commissioners, who
ish botanist, Linnzus.
He remarked in the
satisfactory.
Ome feature of it consists in placal celebration.
decide as to whether
there is sufficient sur- bird’s-foot
trefoil the difference between the
The new constitution of- Pennsylvania was ing two thin slabs of cork, reaching from toe to plus water to irrigate the land.
If they deattitude of the leaves during the day and night.
ratified by the people, Tuesday, receiving a heel, underneath the icner sole of the boot, cide adversely, he can get no water rights; but if He
almost
immediately
concluded
that this
which
renders the*soul quite impervious to
majority of one hundred thousand votes,
they approve the survey, the applicant becomes
would prove to be a general phenomenon
wet. The object of employing two slabs isin
m vegetable life. Continuing his observations,
Three men were killed by a boiler explosion order that the cork in one slab may cover any entitled to his share of ‘water.
“ When there is an abundance of water every
in a California coal mine on Tuesday night.
flaw which may exist in the other. ' It is expect- one can take it as it seems to be needed; but if Linnaeus soon satisfied himself that this change
in the position of leayes during the night.is obThe schooner John Libbey, from Boston for ed that these water-proof. soles will confer a water is scarce, the water-masters apportion the
servable in many
plants.
He
regarded the
great
boon
upon
all
branches
of
the
service,
for
. Gonaives, capsized at sea and three of the“crew
quantity in exact ratio to each man’s quantity
absence of light, and wot, the nocturnal cold,
"perished. The remainder were rescued by the thereis no doubt that the cavalry soldier, hav- of land. Thus, for instance, when a number
as the principal cause of the phenomena; for
ship Sterling, which arrived at Flushing, Hol- ing wetted his feet on dismonuted duty, often of pieces of land are watered from a particular
plants in hot houses close themselves during
Jand, on the 10th instant from Philadelphia.
suffeéf: severely from cold when mounted.
ditch, each one is allowed all the water for a cer-" the night, like those in the open air. He found
A violent storm of wiad, rain and hail occurbetween
waking
and sleeping
Some sensation was caused the other day at tain number of hours, and so it is used alter- the difference
red in central Tennessee, Thursday.
the trial of Marshal Bazaine by the evidence of nately, the time being regulated for each other to be much less apparent in young plants than
The annual meeting of the New Hampshire
in more matured ones, being most clearly india hotel-keeper at Ars, named Bozin, who said in proportion te his quantity of land. The gates
Temperance Union was held Thursday in Con- that during the siege of Metz he had Prussian of: which let on and turn off the supply of water cated among the compound leaves. - The object,
cord. J.H. Keént of Portsmouth was elected ficers staying at his house. On the 18th of Oc- are under the immediate charge of the water- he thought, is to shelter the young shoots from
president for the ensuing
year.
Resolutions tober, one of them, a colonel, announced to his masters, whose business it is to open and close
the effect of the air. These strange phenomena
were adopted condemning the sale and use of comrades that he was leaving, The
occur in all. hygrometrical conditions of the atwitness them at the proper time, and any unauthorized
intoxicating liquors and urging the organization asked him where he was going. “ To Paris,” person tampering with the gates is regarded as mosphere, and are uninfluenced by changes of
of societies to suppress these evils.
the other replied.
Isaid, * You then give up a criminal of the highest order. The irrigating temperature. De Candolle, supposing the cause
of the phenomena to be the absence of light,
H. W. Genet, another of the Tammany ring all hopes of taking Metz? The officer answer- canals are built in various , ways; sometimes
subjected plantsto the action of artificial light,
thieves, was found
guilty, Friday.
Sentence ed, “ We shall have Metz whenever we like; to- atthe expense of the farmers whose lands are
to ‘be irrigated, sometimes by appropriations
with very varied results. He concluded, from
was deferred until Monday, bat bail was refus- morrow if it suits Prince Frederick Charies.”
his experiments, that the movements of sleeping
od,
** And the Forts?’ I objected. *‘ T know that from the Territorial Legislature, and sometimes
they are a county charge.
Salt Lake county, at and waking are connected with some disposition
Metz has Forts ; but weé have Bazaine,”
7“ A farmer was murdered and robbed by a gang
the present
time, is undertaking a work of inherent in the vegetable, but which is thrown
of
desperadoes
near Sedalia,
Missouri, on
There is in New York an establishment where great magnitude in this direction, viz., a canal
into special activity by the stimulating action
Wednesday. Soon afterward three of the mur- milk baths can be had. The milk is war- from Utah Lake
to Great Salt Lake,
a distance of light, which acts with different intensity on
derers were captured and hanged by the citizens ranted pure, and a bath costs five dollars. The of some thirty miles. The water from this canal, different vegetables, so that the same amount
of the neighborhood.
establishment is patronized largely by ladies, which passes through several townships, will of light produces différent results in different
It is now considered certain that the nomina- who imagine that these baths® improve the irrigate and bring into cultivation an immense species,— Chicago Times.
as ove of the physicians
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slow and long till reduced- to a fine pulp, is one
of the most grateful and is the most nutritive
of all fruits, being unsurpassed as a table relish
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resolution was adopted looking to retrenchment
t the civil service.
The committée on the sala2Ty question reported a bill fixing the salaries of
Congressmen at $3600 per annum,
with traveling expaepses.
After discussion an amendment
was adopted making the reduction take effect
from March 4, 1873, but there- was no further
action,
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government is overthrown.
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A violent hurricane swept over the north of
England, Tuesday, causing immense destruction
to property and the loss of many lives, The gale
was especially disastrous at Sheffield, where
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the committee

and means and the committee pn appropriations
had agreed, requesting the President to cause a
revision of the estimates to be made by the sev-
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Beckton has been lost in the
Twenty-two lives were lost.
* ‘Mediterranean.

piluciples. ts “uals of sioiiotbl all the force
required. THe brain and minor ganglia, he adds,
would then act as offices for the reception and
transmission of currents in the required directions, being in fact the rom mutator of the system.
In support of this, Wo Doctor says: ‘There
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On Monday, the principal feature of the proceedings of Congress was thé consideration by
the House of the question of how to meet the
deficiency in the government finances. After
considerable discussion, in which Messrs. Dawes
and Butler wére most prominent, a resolution

was adopted, on which
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